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Between the Coast Guard and the economy, the past two years have been especially
tough on our “limited tonnage” mariners.
Credentialing
Over the past two years we have witnessed….
— A sweeping new batch of “credentialing” regulations.
— Centralization of “credentialing” functions at the new National Maritime Center in
Martinsburg, West Virginia.
— Unconscionable delays and screw-ups in issuing merchant mariner credentials.
— A complicated new “Medical NVIC” crammed through MERPAC and TSAC that
outstripped the limited medical personnel provided to implement the program that
delayed thousands of credential applications and upset the careers of many
experienced mariners
— A significant failure of the Coast Guard’s entire “Marine Safety” mission especially
in “investigations” and the ALJ program.
Six members of our Board of Directors attended four days of MERPAC and TSAC
meetings at the National Maritime Center on September 22-25. As a result of these
meetings, we understand that the situation regarding “credentialing” (AKA licensing)
finally has stabilized. In his article NMC: On an Even Keel and No Excuses Joseph
Keefe, Editor of The Maritime Executive Magazine, paints an encouraging picture of
what he has seen. The huge backlog of credentials that awaited processing last summer
was whittled down to a reasonable number by “Tiger Teams” brought in from throughout
the Coast Guard to bring the credentials awaiting processing within the management
capabilities of the 350 person workforce at the NMC and the Regional Exam Centers. I
received a verbal promise from Captain Stalfort that he will never allow the backlog to
reach the size it did again (6,800)!
I can remember in the mid-1990s a huge and embarrassing pile-up of applications at
REC New Orleans that was suddenly cleared away after the arrival of a new District
Commander. It proves again that the Coast Guard can do its job when given suitable
motivation. Similar motivation was applied on July 9th by Congressman Elijah
Cummings in a hearing that read the riot act to the Coast Guard hierarchy – and is
captured in our Report #R-428-I. As taxpayers, we welcome further scrutiny by his
Congressional oversight committee.
What exists now is a “new normal” – something quite unlike I have seen in the past
40 years of working with merchant marine personnel. Whether you like it or not, it is
here to stay and you will have to live with it.
Towing Industry
The downturn in the “economy” has had profound effects on the towing industry
where there is in progress a renewed “rush to the bottom.” Further reductions in crew
size are adversely affecting the safety of mariners who serve on towing vessels. The fact
that there are currently no limits set on the number of hours unlicensed engineers,
deckhands, tankermen, and cooks are permitted to work leaves them open to being called
on 24 hours a day. While licensed officers are limited to 12 hours work per day, many
companies add “work on deck” to the 12 hours of watchstanding – something that is
plainly illegal. Other companies simply cheat while the Coast Guard turns a blind eye.
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members of Congressional oversight committees. [Copies
provided to all MERPAC members.]

MARINE SAFETY AND
THE NATIONAL MARINERS ASSOCIATION
[Presentation by Richard A. Block to the Merchant Marine
Personnel Advisory Committee Meeting, at the National
Maritime Center, Martinsburg, WV, Sept 23, 2009 including
copies of NMA Report #R-350, Rev. 5, Limited Tonnage
Mariners Seek Help From Congress on Marine Safety, Health,
and Work-Related Issues .]
Our Association was established in April 1999 by the
AFL-CIO and four major national maritime unions. Although
we received generous support and guidance from the unions
until June 30, 2003, from the outset we were expected to stand
on our own as an independent, non-profit dues-paying
membership association and not a labor union. We are an
advocate for our nation’s “limited tonnage, lower-level”
mariners on safety, health, and welfare issues.
Since we are not a union, we do not engage in collective
bargaining with employers on contract negotiations that
cover things like wages, working conditions, and hours of
service. While we are interested in these issues, we do not
intend to compete with unions on them.
Define “Our Mariners”
Over the years, our Association has had to define for
ourselves who “our mariners” are.
Essentially, we
determined they are credentialed as well as non-credentialed
“limited tonnage/lower-level” mariners who serve on vessels
of “limited tonnage.” This generally means service on vessels
of up to 1600 gross register tons and includes
— uninspected passenger vessels,
— small passenger vessels,
— towing vessels,
— “workboats” and
— offshore supply vessels.
Using Coast Guard statistics, we estimate that there are
126,000 credentialed “limited tonnage” mariners and an
undetermined number of mariners without credentials serving
on commercial vessels of less than 200 tons. The 126,000
figure represents a majority of the nation’s 210,000
credentialed mariners.
While some “limited tonnage” mariners belong to labor
unions including SIU, IBU, Operating Engineers and Local
333 UMD, the vast majority of our mariners are not
represented by any labor union.
Most “upper-level” mariners are well represented by the
maritime labor unions that originally established our Association
and many of our issues are identical. However, we do not claim
to represent upper-level mariners although we support their
professional achievements and welcome their support.
Define and Outline “Our Issues”
Over the years, our Association also had to define and
outline the issues that seriously affected our 126,000
mariners. This was a long and challenging process that led us
in a number of different directions involving considerable
work supported by our Board of Directors, our members, and
our supporters including a number of attorneys and other
professionals. 25 of our issues are summarized in our Report
#R-350, Rev. #5 that was prepared for and delivered to

NMA Relationship With Advisory Committees
Much of the original encouragement and support we
received from the maritime unions in the period between 1999
and mid-2003 was directed at encouraging our mariners to
participate in the work of advisory committees such as
MERPAC, TSAC, and NOSAC. Without their support in
transporting our members to committee meetings, few if any
of our mariners even would understand the purpose of these
advisory committees or be able to attend any except
committee meetings held in their local areas. Fortunately, a
number of our mariners were afforded the opportunity to serve
as members of these three committees. Unfortunately, with
the exception of MERPAC, after 2003 such attendance was at
their own personal expense.
Through our participation in Advisory Committee
meetings, we learned the strength and the weaknesses of the
Advisory Committee process. In regard to TSAC, it led to a
set of recommendations made to Congress in Report #R-417,
Rev. 1 that are reflected in part in recent legislative proposals
in H.R. 2652, Section 24. (Refer to our Report #R-203-B)
NMA Relationship With the Coast Guard
Over the past 10 years and as a result of our participation
in Advisory Committees and in the rulemaking process, our
Association made a number of recommendations to the Coast
Guard in different areas. The Coast Guard is not required to
pay any more attention to our “recommendations” than they
are to “recommendations” that reflect the considered judgment of
an entire advisory committee. For example, we learned that
when both TSAC and MERPAC found fault with the new
Medical NVIC or difficulties facing mariners at the National
Maritime Center, many of these “recommendations” were simply
not acted upon – essentially disregarded.
Our Association had the same experience.
Our
recommendations in many areas were simply ignored and
disregarded. However, unlike an Advisory Committee whose
“recommendations” according to its charter must be channeled
through the Coast Guard “chain of command,” our
Association is not bound by these constraints. We are limited
only by the need to represent our mariners in a professional
and responsible manner which we try to do as reflected in our
Mission Statement and Code of Ethics posted on our internet
website (www.nationalmariners.org). To date, we have sent
recommendations in a total of 24 reports directly to Congress
– all of which are highlighted on our website. In each of these
reports we tried to act responsibly so as to inform members of
Congress accurately and to the best of our ability from the
perspective of our “limited tonnage” merchant mariners.
NMA Relationship With MERPAC
MERPAC, as a Federal Advisory Committee, receives its
tasking from the Coast Guard. Several years ago, our
Association asked the Coast Guard (Task Statement #55) to
have MERPAC look into the safety and vocational aspects of
the almost total absence of formal training for “limited
tonnage” engineroom personnel on thousands of small
passenger vessels and towing vessels under 200 GRT. The
Coast Guard, like a giant ostrich, stuck its head in the sand along
with industry representatives. While the Coast Guard trains its
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own engineroom personnel on their patrol boats and cutters of
comparable size and horsepower, they would not even
acknowledge the need for training and maintenance of machinery
operation exists except on certain vessels of over 200 GRT on
ocean and near coastal routes. We disagreed and simply reported
our recommendations to Congress. In our Report #R-428, Rev. 1.
We also note that the NTSB in two small passenger vessel
casualty investigations noted that Coast Guard regulations
contained no mention of “preventive maintenance” – a rather
basic shortcoming that was simply ignored.
We hope that our Association can convince Congress to
consider requiring formal safety and vocational training for
engineroom personnel before some major calamity affects
the industry. We cannot understand, for example, why a
small passenger vessel of 99 GRT is allowed to carry as many
as 600 tourists as passengers in congested metropolitan area
waterways without a trained engineer whose training is
verified as being satisfactory by a Coast Guard license.
Credentialing
Congressional testimony on July 9, 2009 presented a
comprehensive picture of a bad situation that was turned into an
absolute disaster for our mariners. This is why I sent each member
of this Committee an e-mail attachment containing a transcript of
all the written testimony of the hearing – our Report #R-428-I. I
believe that these documents, taken in their entirety, represent a
comprehensive overview of the problems that have plagued the
credentialing system. I urge this committee to look into and
attempt to resolve all of these problems.
I will focus on one comment by retired Coast Guard
Captain Bill Clarke, President of the Passenger Vessel
Association, who sat next to me at the Hearing:
“This highlights another problem with the Coast Guard
credentialing policy. It is PVA’s belief that only 20% of U.S.
mariners are involved in international shipping and therefore are
NMC: ON EVEN KEEL AND NO EXCUSES
by Joseph Keefe
Editor-in-Chief, The Maritime Executive Magazine
This week’s gathering of MERPAC, industry and the
general public at the National Maritime Center was an eyeopener for more than one reason.
Martinsburg, WV: This week’s quarterly Merchant Marine
Personnel Advisory Committee (MERPAC) meeting at the
U.S. Coast Guard’s National Maritime Center (NMC) might
be described as a routine event on the calendar of the industry
volunteers who regularly advise the U.S. Coast Guard on a
myriad of policy issues related to mariner credentialing,
training and STCW matters. For all those in attendance,
however, it was much more than that. In a nutshell, the two
day event – followed closely by a Towing Safety Advisory
Committee (TSAC) meeting – also served as a “coming out”
party of sorts for the newly minted NMC. Although industry
still has a few unanswered questions as to the direction and
quality of the Coast Guard’s ambitious centralization plan for
mariner credentialing, the sheer weight and scope of resources
being thrown at this mission by DHS is no longer in question.
Carefully wrapped around a couple of important policy
sessions, the Coast Guard put its best foot forward this week

subject to STCW. Four out of five U.S. mariners (and nearly all
mariners who work on PVA vessels) operate in domestic trades
only, so they don’t need STCW certification. However, the
Coast Guard has an increasing tendency to take STCW
requirements (such as the proposed two-year medical review) and
apply them to the majority of U.S. mariners not required to have
STCW certification. This not only imposes unnecessary
requirements on mariners in domestic service, it increases the
administrative and financial burden on the already overstressed
Coast Guard credentialing process. We should re-think this
tendency to let decisions made at IMO in London dictate how the
credentialing system should work for mariners in domestic
service.”(1) [(1) Transcript, pgs 4 & 5.]
For those involved in licensing, as I have been for the past
40 years, I note that while the Coast Guard in 2002 focused on
the tremendous task of credentialing a clear minority of
mariners for STCW free of charge, they bungled the
credentialing of many of the 15,000 “lower-level” towing
vessel officers simply trying to comply with a totally new set
of licensing regulations – and they continue to botch and
bungle with our mariners lives and livelihood to this day.(1) [(1)
Refer to our Reports #R-428-D & R-428-D, Rev. 1.]
We believe that MERPAC needs to focus more upon the
problems facing the majority of our mariners rather than
those of the 20% that hold STCW endorsements. Most of
those mariners are represented by the major maritime unions
that have the knowledge and expertise to deal with these
problems directly with the Coast Guard because they live with
them every day of the year. As for our mariners, I invite
MERPAC to try to help the Coast Guard and its new Centers
of Expertise to work on the 25 issues our Association has
highlighted in our Report #R-350, Rev. 5.
[NMA Comment: At the end of the meeting, the Committee
agreed to assist us on some key issues. In our report.]
as it stepped out in high fashion, brandishing metrics that
boast of virtually no application backload and a beefed up
medical branch that is scheduled to get much larger in the near
term. Focused tours of the mammoth, three story building
revealed a secure, tightly run operation that is finally getting
its arms around the task at hand. Fully cognizant of the
consequences of anything less than getting it right, the Coast
Guard leadership has thrown everything but the kitchen sink
into the gleaming, high-tech and environmentally correct
building, right down to an executive suite of offices that puts
the Palace on 2nd Street in Washington to shame. That’s the
good news. Unspoken in all of that is the knowledge that
failure to execute the mission in the future, using the tools at
hand, will give renewed weight to a small, but vociferous
group of stakeholders who say that the move away from the
local service formerly provided at 17 Regional Exam Centers
(REC) was flawed from the beginning.
Now, there is every reason to believe that the nation’s fifth,
uniformed military service is moving in the right direction. This
week – in public and privately – MERPAC members reported
much improved turnaround time for mariner credentials that had,
in some cases, shrunk to as little as 26 days. NMC itself now
reports an average turnaround time of 31 days. At least two
MERPAC committee members told MarEx that they believed
that the mechanics of the credentialing process at NMC were
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sound and would only get better. And, a private tour of the
facility on Tuesday evening with NMC Commanding Officer
Captain David Stalfort revealed that July’s logjam of 6,800 files
had shrunk to less than a half day’s work for the building’s staff
of 250 full-time and contract workers. But, that doesn’t mean
everybody is happy. Not by a longshot.
In part, by employing two “Tiger” teams of additional
personnel pulled from other locations, NMC was able to clear
the backlog of applications which precipitated the July
Subcommittee hearing and the sometimes less-than-cordial
dialogue that emanated from that event. This week, industry
was candid with their concerns as to whether the Coast Guard
was adequately prepared, in a normal operating mode, to
handle the next surge of applications. For his part, Stalfort was
adamant that they were. Others questioned the costeffectiveness of the entire process that eventually brought
credential processing to West Virginia from the cozy counters
of the REC’s that many mariners had, for decades, come to
know and trust. The job formerly administered by about 240
total NMC and REC employees and contractors, is now being
accomplished by a combined workforce of about 350 (REC’s
included). But the cost of delivering the “average credential”
under today’s regime, as compared to the old system was not
immediately available this week.
Stalfort insists that the process is not just about cost. The
Coast Guard instead chooses to focus on delivering a
“consistent” service, across the board to all mariners. And
Stalfort reminded all in attendance on Wednesday that the
complexity of delivering an STCW-compliant credential in
2009 bears little resemblance to the simpler process of just
two decades ago. As such, the days of walking in and out in
one day with mariner’s credentials are over for good. And in
this tightly controlled process in Martinsburg, so too are the
days of “venue shopping” for mariners who would travel to as
many as four REC’s until they got the answer they were
looking for. It is also unlikely, given the security protocols
now in place, that someone will be able manufacture
counterfeit credentials – as was the case in Puerto Rico not too
long ago – to those who had not earned them.
The Coast Guard’s new method for assessment of mariner
fitness for duty, (NAVC-04-08) was a hot topic for

conversation, as well. Mariner advocates continue to worry
about the scope of the document, its potential use as an
ironclad benchmark instead of its original intent as a
guideline, and the impact of the NAVC on U.S. mariners now
and in the future. It is here where industry and mariners are
not yet drinking the Kool-Aid. Underscoring all of that this
week was the chilling prospect (likely, so it seems) that U.S.
mariners will very soon have to undergo physical exams every
two years in order to conform to International rules, a
considerably shorter time frame than the current five year
protocol. More than one of this week’s attendees also
bemoaned the additional costs that this would involve.
It has been more than eight months since the last U.S.
mariner credential was delivered from a local REC. Fast
approaching the one year anniversary of the centralization
process now firmly in place at NMC, Captain David Stalfort
looks back on a process he inherited and now, is trying to
streamline. “Are there things that I wish we had done
differently? Sure, but we’ve learned a lot along the way.” He
also points to lessons learned from the time spent at NMC’s
temporary home in Kearneysville, WV and says that NMC’s
new home is far more efficient, because of it. Ultimately,
Stalfort envisions a system that will eventually be driven
chiefly by a largely paperless “e-process.” Under that
scenario, he predicted an average turnaround time for mariner
applications of about 14 days. Heady stuff; especially for
those of us who remember July’s ugly hearings on the Hill.
Without a doubt, all of the pieces are finally in place for
the Coast Guard to efficiently administer to a domestic
population of more than 200,000 mariners that demands as
many as 6,000 credentials monthly. Captain David Stalfort
also admits, “The program cannot work in a vacuum.” In his
Wednesday presentation to more than 100 industry, MERPAC
and general public attendees, he promised that the Coast
Guard was listening and that it would continue to do so. Given
the tools now available to him – bolstered by heightened flaglevel attention – there just aren’t any plausible reasons why he
can’t deliver on that promise, as well as all of the other
missions under his command. The maritime industry and a
slew of mariner advocates are watching closely to see that he
does. So are we. – MarEx.

PERFORMANCE FAILURES IN COAST GUARD
“MARINE SAFETY” MISSION
By Capt. Richard A. Block, Secretary, NMA

credentials. We also speak for uncounted hundreds or
possibly thousands of additional crewmembers that work on
commercial vessels on inland and offshore waters that do not
require credentials.
We reviewed Dept. of Homeland Security (DHS) Report
#OIG-09-13, titled Annual Review of the U.S. Coast Guard’s
Mission Performance (FY-2007). While their assessment of
“New Performance Measures”(1) appear relatively easy to
document since the Coast Guard collects and controls its own
statistics, I assert that the picture these statistics present
including the number of deaths of recreational boaters and
commercial mariners only brush the surface of how well the
Coast Guard performs its “Marine Safety” mission. While the
Coast Guard may not have met its selected “targets” in 2006
or 2007(2) we believe DHS should inspect other areas of
marine safety that may be less amenable to statistical analysis.
[(1)As outlined on page 11. (2) Ibid, p.11.]
Our mariners view the Coast Guard’s performance of
many aspects of its Marine Safety mission (including

Presented at Towing Safety Advisory Committee Meeting,
Sept. 25, 2009, Martinsburg, WV. Refer to File GCM-245
The Homeland Security Act of 2002 requires the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Inspector General
to conduct an annual review to assess the performance of all
eleven Coast Guard missions with an emphasis on its nonHomeland Security missions. “Marine Safety,” by far the
most important mission affecting TSAC and our mariners and
is one of six non-Homeland Security (“Legacy”) missions.
Our Association speaks for safety, health, and welfare
issues on behalf of “limited-tonnage/lower-level” merchant
mariners who represent about 126,000 of the 210,000
mariners to whom the Coast Guard presently issues
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credentialing) as an ongoing disaster. Although the problems
grew during previous administrations, we believe
Congressional oversight can and should direct the Coast
Guard to resolve many of the 25 problem areas facing our
mariners from our Report #R-350 that I outlined at the end of
the TSAC last May in Dania, Florida.(1) [(1) Refer to our
Report #R-350, Rev. 5.].
The information that follows here and in the reports we
cite summarizes much of what we have seen, read, and
recorded.

earlier and spare our mariners the inconvenience, financial
loss, and heartbreak that undermined their morale remains
unfathomable.
I can recall a similar backlog in the Eighth District in the
mid-1990s when a new Admiral assigned as District
Commander cleared away the backlog in record time. Our
mariners truly have had their fill of substandard service that
they pay for through the nose. Clearly, we do not believe the
Coast Guard has performed its job of credentialing merchant
mariners competently for many years.

1. The National Maritime Center and Mariner
Credentialing
Credentialing is an important part of the “Marine Safety”
mission and affects all of the nation’s 210,000 mariners. It
should not become a source of humiliation and
embarrassment.
On July 9, 2009, Congressman Elijah Cummings held
hearings on Credentialing and the National Maritime Center.
Congressman Cummings reviewed all the written testimony
submitted before the hearing and opened the proceedings with
a summary. The Coast Guard, three national maritime labor
unions, two major industry trade associations, and our
Association offered written testimony and brief oral
summaries. We gathered this material in our Report #R-428I. [Enclosure #1] Each written report documented important
problems that needed to be resolved. Our Association emailed a copy to every member of TSAC and MERPAC.
The Coast Guard mismanaged mariner credentialing for
many years. I followed this trail for the past 40 years
including 17 years as Newsletter Editor for the National
Association of Maritime Educators.
The National Mariners Association made two formal
complaints to Congress in 2007 [Enclosure #2] and again in
2009 [Enclosure #3] in our Reports #428-D and R-428-D,
Revision 1. If anyone in authority in the Coast Guard ever
objected to the contents of these two reports, our Association
never heard about it. In fact, the Coast Guard’s attitude and
policy from the day our Association was founded 10 years
ago was to ignore us. That policy continues today.
On June 12, 2009, I wrote to the Commandant, Admiral
Thad Allen, [Enclosure #4] to lodge a formal complaint
against the Commanding Officer of the National Maritime
Center for his failure to respond to many letters on behalf of
individual “limited tonnage” mariners who experienced
serious problems dealing with his office. Our complaint was
included in the transcript of the written Congressional
testimony previously mentioned. It, too, was ignored leading
to a letter to the Secretary of Homeland Security on August
13th. This involved broader comments that are reflected in
these comments before TSAC today.
Our Association always tried to work with the Coast
Guard as the agency designated to regulate the marine
industry. However, after years of being ignored, we found
that the only way to achieve long-term results was to carefully
explain and direct our most serious, long-term issues to
elected Members of Congress. Consequently, if you access
our website under “Research Reports” [Enclosure #4A] you
can count 24 highlighted reports deposited with Congress.
At the July 9th Congressional hearing, Rear Admiral Cook
testified that the Coast Guard had the resources it needed to do
the job. Why steps were not taken to provide these resources

2. Superintendence Over the U.S. Merchant Marine
Our Association urged Congress to re-assign the Coast
Guard’s marine safety mission and its “…general
superintendence over the merchant marine of the United
States and of merchant marine personnel” to another agency
or Department. Legislation proposed in both the 110th and
111th Congresses, however, indicates Congress prefers the
Coast Guard to make a host of what we believe to be
reasonable changes in how they conduct their marine safety
mission. Consequently, our Association supports the changes
proposed in H.R. 2652 of the 111th Congress in reforming the
Marine Safety Mission. [Enclosure #5].
Following 9/11, the Coast Guard re-asserted itself as a
military organization and, at the same time, de-emphasized its
marine safety mission. While military organization has been
imposed for “homeland security” purposes during wartime in
the past, it also placed the Coast Guard as a military
organization in a position where it directly supervises and
increasingly micromanages 210,000 civilian merchant
mariners as if they were military recruits.
Although Congress recognized the wisdom of the Posse
Comitatus Act of 1878 and applied it for more than a century,
its recent erosion is a sore point with our mariners. While the
government needs police powers to enforce existing
regulations, too close a connection between the Agency’s
regulatory enforcement and military functions is causing
increasing friction.
The Coast Guard, as an agency that regulates the entire
maritime industry, has lost touch with the mariners as well as
the industry. Frequent shuffling of jobs, job titles, and duties
may serve some military function, but it de-stabilizes an industry
that no longer knows who to turn to. Frequent rotation of Coast
Guard personnel into new assignments sabotages continuity in
administering programs in the marine industry. The arrogance
of some Coast Guard officers to our mariners as cited in
[Enclosure #1] moves us to press Congress to civilianize the
Marine Safety mission using civilians with documented
backgrounds in the marine industry to begin to replace Coast
Guard personnel in carrying out the Marine Safety mission. This
marks a change over the years from when we expressed
confidence in the Coast Guard for its work in Marine Safety at
the March 14, 2002 TSAC meeting.
3. Investigation and Law Enforcement
Our Report #R-429-M [Enclosure #6] is a reprint of the
Inspector General’s Report #OIG-08-51 with our one-page cover
sheet added. This report traced fifteen years of failure in one
Coast Guard office that controlled “investigations” in every Coast
Guard district. “Investigations” involves not only accident
investigation but also merchant marine personnel and the
Administrative Law Judge program. While DHS uncovered
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these shortcomings at the request of Congress in December 2005,
we see little evidence of necessary corrections.
Our Association contributed 15 volumes of raw material to
the DHS Inspector General’s Report on Investigations
prepared by Mr. Richard T. Johnson, a highly qualified and
respected merchant mariner who holds an active unlimited
Master’s license.
Important material from one of our Attorneys and advisors,
Mark Ross, Esq. related to merchant mariner personal injuries
that should challenge any confidence that the Coast Guard
maintains accurate statistics of our mariners’ personal injuries.
Unfortunately, this information, which is very significant for our
mariners, never appeared in the final “Investigations” report.
However, one of the DHS three “New Performance
Measures”(1), specifically the “five year average number of
commercial mariner deaths and injuries” now is one of the
benchmarks of how it evaluates the success of the “Marine
Safety” mission. We question the accuracy of personal injury
statistics and recommended that Congress look into the
matter.(2) [(1)Refer to p. 11, Report #OIG-09-13. (2) Refer to
Section 7 of H.R. 2562]
Our experience leads us to believe that the Coast Guard
fails to properly enforce personal injury reporting
procedures and only records those personal injuries that
companies choose to report. This failure to track personal
injuries adversely affects our mariners. A recent Supreme
Court decision, Atlantic Soundings (Weeks Marine) v.
Townsend, now makes punitive damages available for willful
failure to pay Maintenance and Cure. The Supreme Court
decision shows that these Justices understand what is
happening all too often, while the Coast Guard simply allows
it to continue. We believe this needs further investigation and
action – and certainly do not trust the Coast Guard to do it
after ignoring it for so long.
Our Association is concerned with workplace safety. In our
concern for safety, we reviewed and archived more than 800
casualty reports. However, our experience since the Inspector
General’s report on “Investigations” was published is that it is
even more difficult to obtain results of accident investigations
than ever before. The DHS report documented a massive
failure within Coast Guard “investigations” that was evident
from government documents as early as 1994. The Coast
Guard allowed the failure of their “Investigations and Analysis”
office to continue from 1994 until 2008. More distressing is
that retired Coast Guard personnel migrated into NTSB.
Congress reported shortcomings in accident investigation
reporting and required accident reports to be put “on the
internet” as far back as 2002. Many of these “on-line”
accident reports available to the public are best described as
pathetic. If any meaningful changes were made as a result of
the DHS investigations report, they are not readily apparent to
our Association. We often request copies of Coast Guard
accident reports to alert and instruct our mariners about safety
considerations they need to know about. We brought several
of these reports to the attention of TSAC with the hope that
lessons on safety and safe operations would become a
permanent fixture at TSAC meetings.
Congress’ concern with accurate marine casualty
investigations became apparent after the release of the DHS
report on the COSCO BUSAN accident in a Congressional
hearing on April 22, 2008. The fact that a number of Coast
Guard investigators were not properly qualified to perform

their assigned duties called for serious changes.
4. Administrative Law Judge Controversy
I note in the DHS April 2009 Addendum to the Fiscal
Year 2009 Annual Performance Plan (p.21) that the Inspector
General is investigating “…allegations of Misconduct Within
the USCG’s Administrative Law Judge Program.” While the
Coast Guard hyped the Government Accountability Office
report, we were not impressed with its “whitewash” of the
problem. We presented our views to the nine members of
Congress that requested the GAO report.
Nevertheless, we do look forward to the DHS Inspector
General’s report and anticipate meaningful improvements in the
entire ALJ program by either the Coast Guard or by Congress.
Our Association compiled a book titled The Coast Guard
“Justice” Handbook and presented copies to Congressman
Cummings, to the Coast Guard’s Chief Counsel, and others.
[Enclosure #7] Three of our Board members on Sept. 18th
met with the Coast Guard’s Chief Counsel on this issue.
We are pleased that both the Coast Guard and the
Department of Homeland Security are taking meaningful steps
to resolve the controversy.
5. Marine Safety
We believe the report by Vice Admiral James C. Card
(USCG-Retired) on Nov 16, 2007 is an excellent presentation
of the problems that engulfed the Coast Guard’s Marine
Safety mission [Enclosure #8].
Admiral Card won the respect of mariners with his “Honor
the Mariner” concept as part of his “Prevention through
People” initiative in the mid-1990s. We assert that his tour
both as Eighth District Commander and as Chief of Marine
Safety represented the high point of the Coast Guard’s
management of the Marine Safety mission as related on our
“cover sheet” to his report.
A number of less capable officers succeeded Admiral Card
as Chief of Marine Safety. Frequent rotation of Admirals
through “Marine Safety” did not bring stability to that office.
We noted that in the past Advisory Committee sponsors failed
to prioritize and schedule adequate time and attention to attend
meetings of federal advisory committees like MERPAC, TSAC,
and NOSAC whose members travel from every corner of the
country. It is extremely rare when they waited around to hear
public comments at the end of committee meetings. These
actions marginalized the importance of these committees and
reinforced the belief that Coast Guard lacked real, sustained
interest in salvaging their Marine Safety mission.
Our Association believes the Marine Safety mission
should be civilianized to include trained Merchant Marine
deck and engine officers with interest, background, and
“seagoing” experience in the maritime industry, either under
the Coast Guard umbrella similar to the Army Corps of
Engineers Civil Works Program or be transferred to a Federal
civilian agency.
6. Workplace Safety
In the Occupational Safety and Health Act (29 U.S. Code
§651) Congress sought to ensure “so far as possible every
working man and woman in the nation safe and healthful
working conditions”. The Coast Guard rather than OSHA was
given the responsibility for achieving this goal set by Congress.
Our merchant mariners should have been its beneficiaries.
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The Coast Guard, as a source of regulatory workplace
protection, dismally failed to protect our mariners as part of
their “Marine Safety” mission as explained in each of the next
five reports we directed to Congress….:
— Protecting our mariners’ hearing in our Report #R-349.
[Enclosure #9]
— Providing safe and sanitary potable water for our mariners in
our Report #R-395, Rev. 2. [Enclosure #10]
— Providing
out-of-water
lifesaving
equipment
as
recommended by the NTSB in 1986 as in our Report #R354,
Rev. 4. and in Section 9 of H.R. 2652 [Enclosure #11]
— Protecting our mariners against second-hand smoke in our
Report #R-341, Rev. 3. [Enclosure #12]
— Protecting all mariners who work on barges, as in our
Report #R-426, Rev. 1. [Enclosure #13]
— Collecting and following up workplace injury data as
previously mentioned or, at a minimum, full implementation of
the proposed provisions of Section 7, H.R. 2652.
Consequently, in areas described in these reports, our
mariners never received the same protections that workers in
landside jobs receive under OSHA because the Coast Guard,
although granted the authority to superintend the Merchant
Marine, was never willing to take those steps necessary to
protect our mariners. In a number of areas throughout these
reports, you will find that Coast Guard officers and enlisted
men receive protections on the job that are still denied to our
merchant mariners.
In one particular area, outer continental shelf (OCS)
activities (33 CFR Subchapter N, Docket #USCG-1998-3868),
the Coast Guard appeared to be incapable of moving its
rulemaking package to satisfy Congressional intent and to
provide greater workplace protection to our mariners and
oilfield workers on the OCS for well over 10 years!
WHERE COAST GUARD FAILS,
UNIONS DRAW THE LINE ON SAFETY
One of our Association’s long-term goals is to convince
Congress of the need to “Establish Fair Work-Hour Limits for
Unlicensed Merchant Mariners.” While 46 U.S. Code
§8104(h) does a good job of establishing a 12-hour work day
for officers of towing vessels, it does nothing for unlicensed
mariners such as deckhands, “deckineers”, tankermen, and
cooks. In addition, other sections of 46 U.S. Code §8104 deal
with other types of vessels with much less clarity.
The American Waterways Operators (AWO) is the
Arlington, Virginia-based trade association that claims to
represent 80% of the tug and barge industry. It is an influential
organization with a strong presence in the nation’s capital.
AWO authored the “Responsible Carrier Program” (RCP). In
the RCP, the AWO acknowledged that: “Current law (46 U.S.
Code 8104(h)) provides that “an individual licensed to operate a
towing vessel may not work for more than 12 hours in a
consecutive 24-hour period except in an emergency.” In the
RCP they add: “Therefore, unless and until this statute is
amended, towing vessel operators remain subject to a 12-hour
work limit.” This added sentence clearly leads us to believe
that the AWO would like to see the law amended to increase
permissible work-hours for licensed mariners.
While our Association can support most of the AWO’s

7. Feathering Their Own Nest Comes First
It is an inescapable conclusion that the Coast Guard
invariably feathers its own nest before it cares for the 210,000
merchant mariners it superintends. This year, the Coast Guard
announced and publicized a number of job openings for
Marine Inspectors and Investigators and their desire to recruit
civilians for those positions. Many of our “limited-tonnage”
mariners worked on or around commercial vessels all their
lives including tugboats, towboats, offshore supply vessels,
and small passenger vessels. Some expressed interest in
working for the Coast Guard since about 5,200 “limitedtonnage” towing vessels are expected to come under
inspection. We sought further information on behalf of our
mariners under FOIA. [Enclosure #14] It appears that the only
“civilians” they were interested in were former active duty
military personnel, including retirees, as well as Academy
graduates with college degrees – rather than any of our mariners
with practical skills and the “real world” of civilian vessel
operation and maintenance of vessels like those they worked on.
We hope this material will increase this Advisory
Committee’s awareness of the importance of the Coast Guard’s
“Marine Safety” mission and the need to make meaningful
changes and improvements rather than simply allowing the Coast
Guard to continue to run roughshod over our mariners,
Enclosures – Available on Request:
1 – Report #R-428-I; 2 – Report #R-428-D; 3 – Report #R-428-D,
Rev. 1; 4.– Available in our Report #R-428-I; 4A – Index R, Aug. 13,
2009; 5. – H.R. 2652; 6. – Report #R-429-M; 7.– Report #R-204
(book); 8. – Report #R-401-E; 9. – Report #R-349; 10. – Report #R395, Rev. 2. 11. – Report #R-354, Rev. 4. and Report #R-203-B; 12. –
Report #R-341, Rev. 3. 13. – Report #R-426, Rev. 1.

Responsible Carrier Program, we simply cannot accept the
program’s policy that “All other crewmembers on a towing
vessel should be permitted to work no more than 15 hours in
any 24 hour period or more than 42 hours in a 72-hour period,
except in an emergency or drill.” We assert that allowing a 15hour work day exploits and endangers our mariners. This
should alert Congress to how this trade association encourages
its member companies to exploit our mariners.
We urge Congress to extend the 12-hour workday limit to
include all licensed and unlicensed personnel not only on
towing vessels but on every limited tonnage American-flag
vessel as well. We urge Congress to insist upon a requirement
for at least 7 to 8 hours of uninterrupted sleep in the same 24hour period except for true emergencies or required drills.
Put in other terms, if a vessel “works” for more than 12
hours in any 24 hour period, it should have two full crews to
man the vessel. Each crew should be self sufficient in that all
deck and engine functions must be adequately provided for
without calling upon the off-duty crew.
A Coast Guard Policy Letter(1) that our Association fought
for “tooth and nail” in 2000 defines the term “work” as “any
activity that is performed on behalf of a vessel, its crew, its
cargo, or the vessel’s owner or operator. This includes
standing watches, performing maintenance on the vessel or its
appliances, unloading cargo, or performing administrative
tasks, whether underway or at the dock.” It is only fair for our
mariners to expect the Coast Guard to understand, honor and
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enforce its own policy. Unfortunately, this is not always the
case. [(1)Policy Letter #G-MOC 04-00, change #1. Refer to
our Report #R-258, Rev. 2.]
Hours of Service Abuse
Our Association documented widespread hours-of-service
abuse in our report to Congress on Marine Safety, Health, and
Work-Related Issues (1) and in other reports cited therein. [(1)
Refer to our Report #R-350, Revision 5, Issue “H”.]
Our early attempts to work with the Coast Guard on
manning issues were ineffective since Congress makes the
underlying laws that control vessel manning. The task
became one of convincing Congress that serious problems
exist and must be corrected. Our Association has documented
the problem in a number of reports over a period of years.
We discovered that the Coast Guard often promotes its
own interests and priorities that they often put ahead of
effectively superintending our merchant mariners.
We
pointed this out in our Report #R-350. For example, the Coast
Guard, as a military organization, has a bad habit of
overworking many of its own enlisted personnel to
accomplish its missions.(1)
This makes them much less
concerned about fatigue issues that involve our mariners. Nor
has the Coast Guard ever paid sufficient attention to
consulting with mariners when setting safe manning standards
for all limited-tonnage mariners on towing and offshore
supply vessels.(2) Nor does the Coast Guard pay sufficient
attention to the abuse of deckhands on line-haul river tows(3)
or working conditions for limited-tonnage engineers.
[References: (1)Our Report #R-305, Rev.1. and Our Report
#R-304, Rev.1. (2)Our Report #R-279, Rev 8. (3)Our Report
#R-370-G., (4)Our report #R-401, Rev. 1. Congress has copies
of all these reports!]
Does Congress Understand?
We believe that Congress understands the problems. In
one report(1) we pointed out to Congress: how they could
sharpen the Coast Guard’s dangerously deficient accident
investigation process by establishing reasonable logbook
standards for our limited-tonnage mariners.
In our
recommendations to Congress, we want to give full credit to
the American Waterways Operators for specific
recommendations that we passed along in this report. In
2008. the Department of Homeland Security’s Inspector
General tore through the Coast Guard’s entire accident
investigation process in a scathing but well deserved report.
Our Association is proud to have contributed to that report.
We reprinted it and distributed it as Report #R-429-M.
[(1)Report #R-429-G, Rev. 2.]
We now find that pending legislation(1) calls for all
inspected vessels to carry an official logbook with entries to
record:
— “the time when each seaman and each officer assumed or
relieved the watch,”
— “the number of hours in service to the vessel of each
seaman and each officer,” and
— “an account of each accident, illness, and injury that
occurs during each watch.”
In addition, Congress would provide protection against
discrimination as long as the seaman accurately reported
hours-of-duty.(2) [(1)Refer to our Report #R-203-B. H.R. 2652,
Section 7 would amend 46 U.S. Code §11304. (2) Section 11

would amend 46 U.S. Code §2114.]
While we try to make our case to Congress, it will be
equally important that the Coast Guard take whatever steps
are necessary to improve its monitoring of mariners work
hours. Clearly, this is not taking place today as many
employers are running roughshod over our mariners. We also
must do a better job of convincing our mariners and their
employers that safe and adequate vessel manning is important
to the health of the entire marine industry.
One of the most important segments of the marine industry
is the towing sector that employs approximately 30,000
licensed and unlicensed mariners.
The Basic Issue is Safety & Equal Protection
One of our Association’s longstanding goals has been to
convince Congress to extend the 12-hour rule to every
unlicensed person. The towing industry is one case in point.
Overworked, stressed, and poorly rested mariners are much
more prone to costly and devastating errors, injuries, and
accidents. While 46 U.S. Code §8104(h) already applies to
licensed towing vessel officers and limits them to working not
more than 12 hours in any consecutive 24-hour period except
in emergencies, we need equal protection for unlicensed
mariners and adequate and unbiased enforcement by the
Coast Guard.
“It’s Suicide”
Gathering information about any problem over a period of
time is important – as our Association has done with its
limited resources. However, it also requires recognition of the
problem as well dedication on the part of licensed officers to
step up to the plate whenever their unlicensed crewmembers
are exploited. This is difficult for any officer to do as an
individual because he risks not only his job as well as his
career since he must buck not only his employer but also “the
system.” The “system” includes certain Coast Guard officers
that often are unwilling to admit that the mariners under their
direct superintendence are exploited right under their noses.
We do not intend to paint with a “broad brush.” However, we
do intend to expose those Coast Guard officers that continue
to shirk their duty.
Throughout the First Coast Guard District, our mariners
report to us that towing vessel owners find all sorts of creative
ways to squeeze more work hours out of licensed and
unlicensed mariners. Many unlicensed crewmembers are
required to work unconscionably long hours grabbing a few
minutes of sleep whenever possible with no thought given to
issues brought out in Crew Endurance Management courses
supported both by our Association and the AWO. Licensed
officers are called up after hours to tend to both engineroom
and deck problems with the knowledge and acquiescence of
Coast Guard officials after elected union officials reported
these violations and the Coast Guard did nothing about them.
New York
On Sept. 1, 2009, for the first time in nearly two decades,
tugboatmen in New York Harbor went out on strike.
Although the strike over manning levels is a fairly small one
against one small company with only about a dozen union
employees, the strike involves major safety and manning
issues that have come to a boil. Our Association sees this job
action as important because of the precedent it sets. It is not
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NMA intention to involve itself in any labor action by any
union or company. Our interest lies in the safety concerns
playing out in the dispute. The views of the union or the
company involved are their own and we make no judgments
on the dispute on either side of the picket line.
The company whose employees are represented by a
division of the ILA, complained that it increasingly lost
market share of business to non-union companies that do not
have contractually mandated manning levels and to other
union companies that do not abide by the terms of their
contract or whose contracts already provide for the manning
levels the company sought in negotiations. As a small
company, it may well be the victim of the marketplace where
dog-eat-dog competition, the absence of specific regulations,
and lax regulatory enforcement on the part of the Coast Guard
lead to unfortunate conclusions. While these well could be
legitimate business complaints, the Coast Guard holds towing
vessel masters responsible for properly manning vessels in
accordance with applicable laws, regulations, and
international conventions.(1) The masters and their union do
not believe the vessels are properly manned and tied them up
when the company decided to cut the crew size. [(1) 46 CFR
§15.701 & 15.801.]
“If the union were to agree to a reduction for manning on
this company, every other company is going to ask for the
same thing,” said the general counsel for the union. “They
are asking for concessions on safety that the unions cannot
accept.” he said, “No other companies operate legally with a
lesser manning.”
The company wanted to drop deckhand staffing by one
person on the boats, and have the engineers pick up some of
the deckhand’s work. “You can’t do it with two deckhands –
it’s suicide,” said the president of the union. “They are at
skeleton crews as it is.” The company’s boats are run on 24hour shifts, he said.
The men at the forefront of this battle of manning verses
safety should know. The union president is a Maine Maritime
Academy graduate engineer who worked on tugs for a number of
years before becoming union president. It is not a matter of
money, it’s all about the safety, health, and welfare of his men he
says– and his men support him! The operations manager of the
company involved is a past union official himself with forty years
of marine engineering experience. He stated that the problem
arises from an accepted level of tolerance by the Coast Guard
which allows rogue companies to violate work hours which
creates an unfair market advantage for companies who violate the
law. Also, safe manning is not just about one company in one
port. After another local union company followed suit directly
after the first manning cut leads us to believe the writing on the
wall to what AWO-member companies are willing to do to
remain competitive in their market place. Both the union and
the company are forced to drawn a “line in the sand” to attract
attention to the many other companies in the towing industry
that have cut corners for years.
[NMA Comment: NMA believes the blame falls clearly on
the Coast Guard for not enforcing its own regulations.(1)]
[(1)Refer to Our Report #R-370-H. 12-Hour Rule Violations:
Harbor Tugs and The “One-Watch” System. 4p.]
Several unions represent the captains, mates, engineers,
and deckhands in the New York Harbor area but the dispute
over proper manning, work hours and a fair market place has

fallen on a small local company and an ILA Local. Union
members from several other companies in the harbor have
walked the picket line with the striking employees. State
Senator Diane Savino visited with the strikers. Members of
ILA also marched in the picket line as did members of the
Transit Workers Union of New York City to show their
support of the striking workers. The union insists that their
action is not a dispute over money. Rather, it is all about the
safety and health of mariners working throughout the towing
industry. Newspapers report the public support in the form of
horn blasts from passing cars, trucks, and NYC Transit Busses
on Richmond Terrace on Staten Island was reported to be
“overwhelming.” Marine towing companies in the harbor
support the company and have been voicing their concerns of
an unfair market place for some time before the strike
evolved. AWO companies who maintain an expensive safety
management system (SMS) are placed at a disadvantage by
rogue companies that operate under USCG radar.
The members of the local are hard-working mariners of
companies hit hard by an economic slowdown. The men and
their company move important cargo in New York Harbor.
According to the union, since April they sought a new
contract, and according to their president bargained in good
faith, and tried to be reasonable understanding that times are
tough. They made only very modest proposals and have
agreed to the company’s demand for a wage freeze. However
they drew the line on safety. The company and union are
between a rock and a hard place caused by to Coast Guard’s
refusal to regulate and enforce manning and work hours in the
marketplace. These are basic safety issues!
The workers, understanding the state of the economy, had
agreed to a wage freeze and found other ways to help the
company save money – by finding cheaper dental and eye
insurance, for example.
But they were unwilling to
compromise on safety because of the hazards and physical
demands of their work. Deckhands have to be well rested or
they risk being injured, a statement made by the union and
agreed upon by AWO itself.
Deckhands are expected to jump from one barge to
another, tying each corner of a barge to another, creating
chains of up to sixteen barges at times. This task is often done
at night with poor lighting, often with just a flash light, and in
choppy waters under all kinds of weather conditions. Barges
slam together like bumper cars but without bumpers. The
many decks are rusted and slippery with all sorts of tripping
hazards abound. Falling overboard, drowning, or being
crushed between barges are common hazards for deckhands in
the towing industry.
The company tugs push barges carrying construction
derricks, oil, and other cargo that must be handled with care.
When the company sought to reduce the size of the crew to
what the union considers dangerously low levels the
companies required cuts would have exposed the working
mariners to even more fatigue in an already dangerous job.
The companies demands would force unlicensed mariners to
work well beyond the 15-hour per day “recommendation” set
by the American Waterways Operators according to the union.
The company told NMA during a phone interview that its cuts
would involve only one tug which would not work more then
twelve hours a day. The trade association it is negotiating
with does not agree.
Anyone who understands the dangers of making up scows
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knows that injury or death can result. The company admits it
is making money with the current staffing but feels it needs
the cuts to remain competitive.
NMA believes this
development in New York demonstrates why manning and
maximum work hours cannot be left up to the individual
company or boat owner and must be regulated and enforced
by the Coast Guard in order to achieve a safe and fair
competitive market.
The union and the company involved maintained a good
working relationship for many years before. Our Association
appreciates the position of both the workers and their
company and the opportunity to hear both sides of the issue.
From what we have been told and by our research into the
dispute, we believe it is the Coast Guard that is to blame by
continuing to hide behind 46 CFR §5.71 – non-involvement in
labor disputes.
The biggest betrayal to marine safety is the Coast Guard’s
decision to use the bogus excuse of being prohibited by
regulation from taking sides in a labor dispute to suspend
enforcement of laws and establish fair manning requirements
and safe work hours for all. This is widely viewed by
mariners as a deliberate attempt to aid management in a labor
dispute and continues to stress the harbor which is trying to
recover from a recession.
What is Proper Manning?
Clearly, the officers and their union understand that cutting
the crew size will put their unlicensed crewmembers in harm’s
way and want no part of it. Being held accountable for the
lives of their crewmembers is acceptable if all necessary
safety precautions – including having enough crewmembers
on duty – are in place.
It is often nearly impossible for an undermanned towing
vessel to retrieve a crewmember that has fallen overboard.
However, some AWO-member companies still operate with
crews that are unable to respond to their own drill procedures
because of undermanning. Some AWO towing companies
operate with as little as two people aboard. Who saves a man
WILLIAM HARRIGAN ADDRESSES TSAC
[Bill Harrigan is a Maine Maritime Academy graduate and
licensed marine engineer with many years experience working on
towing vessels. He is also a valued member of our Association.]
Good Afternoon Mr. Chairman and members of TSAC.
My name is William Harrigan. I am the duly elected
President of Local 333, United Marine Division, ILA
headquartered in New York City. Our Local represents over
2,100 mariners working on tugs and barges that operate in the
Northeast and Gulf areas.
Unsafe Practices – Work-hours & Manning
The issue I bring to your attention today involves unsafe
practices regarding work hours and manning levels on
towing vessels.
The unsafe practice is taking place in New York Harbor
and other harbors as well. It’s called a one watch system and
involves blatant abuses of the 12-hour rule, Title 46 U.S. Code
Section 8104.
What’s happening here, a boat will be crewed as a "day-

overboard when one crewman is in the water and the other is
left to steer and maneuver the vessel? Clearly AWO alone
cannot regulate its own members. If the Coast Guard won’t
do it then as has been the case for many years unions will
fight to protect a safe standard.
Officers know they are responsible for the lives of their
crewmembers and take that responsibility to heart. Although
Congress changed the law to require the Coast Guard to
classify towing vessels as “inspected” vessels, the necessary
regulations are not yet in place. These regulations are
expected to require the Coast Guard to issue a Certificate of
Inspection (COI) to every towing vessel. The COI would list
the required number and qualifications for each crewmember.
Until quite recently, it appeared that the Coast Guard had
no intention of clarifying towing vessel manning regulations
contained in 46 CFR Part 15 as part of the new vessel
inspection regulations it was preparing. However, we believe
that Congress made it clear to the Coast Guard that
manning regulations would be included although we will
have to await the publication of the new towing vessel
inspection regulations to be sure that it actually happens.
It is fair to say that everybody in the towing industry
understands that the Coast Guard acts with great authority –
authority bestowed upon them by Congress. However, some
Coast Guard’s actions are based on very limited first-hand
knowledge of the industry. The new “centers of expertise” the
Coast Guard has just begun to establish is their first serious
attempt to devote the manpower and resources necessary to learn
about the industry they have attempted to regulate with arrogance
to make up for their ignorance of industry practices. However, it
is likely to be a long learning curve.
In the meantime, vessel officers are the last line of defense
for protecting members of their crews from unreasonable
demands made by companies willing to exploit their
employees for business reasons – i.e., profits over safety. We
are pleased to see that a small local out of New York is up to
the challenge and is taking on what our Coast Guard refuses to
do. We hope both sides reach a fair and reasonable solution.
boat" but, in reality is worked around the clock, day and night.
The company will tell the Captain that only the time that the
vessel is underway will count toward his 12-hour work day.
Therefore, if he actually hasn’t worked 12 hours underway,
then he isn’t in violation of the 12-hour rule. The company
will tell the Captain and other employees just that and makes
sure they believe it.
There will be times that occur most often when the work
exceeds the licensed officer's 12-hour work limit, that the
person working as a deckhand but has a license (called a deckmate) assumes the wheel or uses their license to cover any
questions of working beyond the 12 hours in the wheelhouse.
Nevertheless, this man has spent many hours working on deck
in the service on the vessel and may exceed his 12-hour limit
since both he and the Captain are on duty together.
Companies that employ this unsafe practice have a huge
advantage over companies that employ a crew that is
sufficient in size to use their licensed personnel ONLY in the
pilothouse. While this may happen more often with smaller
towing companies, but the larger companies are farming out
more and more of their work to these small companies that
operate this way.
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Last March I sent a letter to the Coast Guard, Captain of
the Port, in Sector New York Sector, CAPT. Robert R.
O’Brien, Jr. informing him of this unsafe practice and asking
for his position on that matter. While he sent a representative
to come and meet with us about my letter and wanted to learn
more about it, after the meeting, I was assured that I would
receive a formal written response to my letter.
It is almost October, some 8 months later, and Captain
O'Brien has never provided a written response to my letter. I find
this inexcusable and plan to direct a formal complaint to the
Commander of the First Coast Guard District. This is a safety
issue and the safety of our mariners is foremost in my mind. In
the future, I have resolved to wait no more than 30 days for a
response to any and all letters I send to the Coast Guard office.
I am letting down my mariners if I wait any longer.
I have another problem with the Coast Guard. This
manning practice is dangerous and needs to be addressed and
made crystal-clear long before the upcoming towing vessel
inspection regulations come into effect five years or more
from now. This is a now problem. now is the time to fix
these manning issues and work hours, not five years from
now.
The Coast Guard must step up their boarding and improve
investigating work-hour issues by requiring accurate
recordkeeping to allow adequate enforcement on manning
issues. We are dissatisfied with the Coast Guard's simply
going through the motions and briefly looking around. That
just won't hack it any more. Tracking and seeing a vessel that
has been working more then 12, 24, 36 and 48 hours with just
3 men on the boat should be proof enough of a major unsafe
DECKINEERS NEED TRAINING, TOO
The Problem
Several years ago, our Association tried to focus the
attention of the Coast Guard and the Merchant Marine
Personnel Advisory Committee (MERPAC) on the fact that
the maritime industry requires little or no formal training for
those who service and maintain the propulsion engines and
other systems and machinery on the nation’s thousands of
small passenger vessels, towing vessels and offshore supply
vessels under 200 gross register tons. In fact, many
companies try to combine the duties of deckhands and
engineers and call them “deckineers” or other similar terms.
Unfortunately, since 1972 Congress went along with
industry bean-counters to downplay the role of engineroom
personnel. Several years ago, our Association was unable to
sufficiently awaken MERPAC to the problem to the point
where they would even consider reinforcing the two existing
“guidance” documents on the topic, specifically NVIC 1-91
and 1-95. The guidance in the form of these NVICs originally
prepared by two trade associations (AWO & PVA) remains
somewhat limited. As a result, we see small passenger vessels
carrying hundreds of passengers sailing in dangerous and
congested waters without any enforceable standards of safety,
training, accountability or credentialing for persons in charge
of the vessel’s machinery.
[NMA Comment: One of the most notable examples of
ignorance of a vessel’s engineroom including installed

practice. It is pretty obvious that the 12 hour rule has been
broken especially shifting barges throughout the time.
Recently we tracked a vessel working 48 straight hours
with a 3 man crew. When we approached the company, they
took the position that they were a "day boat" and they could
do such work with such manning levels. They said they had a
second licensed individual on the boat even though that
person worked the deck as well as in the pilothouse.
We assert that the Captain of the Port must take charge of
his Sector and this practice should raise eyebrows.
Tugs Working at Construction Sites
A second issue that can’t be allowed to slide by is tugs that
work on construction sites. If vessels are towing barges, then
they need to meet the existing regulations. Today these
vessels often work with only one Captain and one deckhand.
What happens if the deckhand falls into the water? Who is
going to retrieve him? There must be another set of eyes and
another crewmember available. You cannot be two places at
once – in the pilothouse and on deck trying to retrieve the man
overboard…to say nothing about pulling him on to the deck.
This is a safety issue.
It amazes me that a pleasure craft, water skiing on the
lakes requires a person to keep a constant look-out for the
skier. Someone was thinking about safety there. It is about
time for the towing industry and the Coast Guard to consider
the safety and welfare of our mariners.
I thank you for giving us the opportunity to address this
Committee.

firefighting equipment occurred during a fire aboard the
small passenger vessel ARGO COMMODORE in San
Francisco Bay, CA, Dec 3, 1994. NTSB/Mar-95/03.Pb95916403.]
The NTSB, in two recent accidents involving small
passenger vessels, noted the same type of problem and the fact
that existing Coast Guard regulations do not even mention
“preventive maintenance.”
This article will provide another example demonstrating this
overwhelming ignorance that appears to pervade the Coast
Guard’s “Marine Safety” mission as well as the false savings
achieved by avoiding the expense of properly training the
personnel aboard limited-tonnage vessels throughout the marine
industry. This is an early tragedy but not the only example –
there are many others that would become obvious if the Coast
Guard was sufficiently motivated to search its accident files.
The Pelican Tragedy
On Saturday of a Labor Day weekend,(1) the 42½-foot head
boat PELICAN capsized and sank during an unexpected
summer squall less than a mile off Montauk Point lighthouse
on the eastern tip of Long Island, New York. Of the 61
persons on board, 42 persons drowned and only 19 survived
the ordeal. [(1)Sept. 1, 1951. The accident is described in
detail in Dark Noon, the Final Voyage of the Fishing Boat
“Pelican” by Tom Clavin.]
The PELICAN was shockingly overloaded – but at the
time, there were no Coast Guard regulations that applied to
motorboats of less than 15 gross tons that defined and
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prohibited overloading and other unsafe practices. Seven
years would pass before Congress gave the Coast Guard the
authority to prepare the necessary regulations which now
appear in 46 CFR Subchapter T.
Eddie Carroll, the Captain of the PELICAN, had a good
reputation among the local skippers and had a loyal clientele
who counted on him to manage the details of their fishing trip.
However, when the Long Island Railroad’s Fishermen’s
Special unloaded its passengers at Montauk early Saturday
morning, Captain Carroll’s greed won out over his common
sense and safety.
Captain Carroll’s “Mate” on the ill-fated trip was
seventeen-year old Bobby Scanlon whose knowledge and
experience were hopelessly inadequate on any but a calm,
sunny day. While overloading was the proximate cause of the
sinking, we will draw from one part of the author’s narrative a
lesson that was scarcely mentioned at the time.
Although the PELICAN’s twin 100-horsepower Chrysler
Crown gasoline engines provided adequate power and
reportedly were newly rebuilt and in good shape (p.44),
Chapter 47 (below) describes a critical decision that Captain
Carroll faced as he started to return to safe harbor as described
by survivors of the accident.
Chapter 47
It was eleven o'clock, and in just ten minutes the waves
had gone from four to six feet. Eddie Carroll had promised
his passengers another fifteen minutes of angling, and they'd
had only ten. But it was time to take the Pelican in.
Eddie knew that the Pelican wouldn't make good time
heading into the wind and waves, especially given the weight
on board. From the Frisbie Bank he would have had a
downhill run to Montauk Point if the wind had increased from
the southwest as expected, but now he faced an uphill climb
into the teeth of a rising squall. The tide would be ebbing in
The Rip, too, and that would make things interesting.
Eddie signaled Bobby to get the lines reeled in; more than
half were in already. Then he pressed the starter button for the
starboard engine. Unexpectedly, it coughed and hesitated
before rumbling to life. When he pressed the button for the
port engine, nothing happened. Eddie tried again. Nothing.
He gestured for Bobby to climb up to the bridge.
Softly enough that no one else could hear, Eddie told him,
"The port engine won't start. Take a look down below."
Bobby was immediately nervous. "What am I looking for?"
"Maybe we took on water and don't know about it. Or we
got a busted hose. Or maybe there's a problem in the starter
circuit up here. Try the starter in the wheelhouse."
Bobby nodded and climbed down. Eddie didn't have much
confidence in the outcome, but it was worth a shot. For his
passengers' peace of mind as well as his own, Eddie was
reluctant to abandon the bridge himself.
Several
passengers, having heard one engine start but not the other,
had watched the exchange between captain and mate with
intense interest. Unable to hear what was said, they
nevertheless inferred what was going on.
After trying the wheelhouse starter circuit without success,
Bobby walked back to the main deck. He picked up the lift
ring in the hatch over the port engine, and people made room
for him to swing the hatch open. Staring into the dim light
of the bilge was to Bobby like trying to decipher hieroglyphics
in a cave; he didn't know what to look for. The engine

looked clean, with no fluids leaking out and no wires or hoses
hanging askew. Bobby thought a minute. There were fiftysomething people on the Pelican, all ages and jobs and smarts.
Navy guys, maybe, or some kind of mechanic – cars, trucks,
whatever. Engines are engines. Bobby would find a
mechanic among the passengers, the guy would poke his head
down the opening here, spot something wrong right away, fix
it, and Bobby would thank him and climb up to the bridge,
problem solved.
As Bobby turned, he got a face full of salty, cold spray
from a breaking wave. A few people were still struggling to
fish and had their backs to him, but others were just holding
onto the railing, and they stared at him.
Bobby called out, "Anybody here know anything about
engines?"
The good news was that Bobby was smart enough to
recognize immediately that he'd made a mistake. The bad
news, of course, was that now everyone within earshot was
staring at him, including a woman and a couple of teenagers.
Clearly, they were all thinking the same thing: We're all
up the creek.
A voice said, "Sure, kid, I can fix it."
"I ain't said they're broke," Bobby sputtered as though he'd
taken another wave in the face. "It's just ..:'
"Yeah, okay, lemme see."
A middle-aged man with a crew cut – Bobby didn't
recognize him – rose from his crouched position against one
side of the cabin and staggered toward him. Bobby figured
that another wave had struck the boat, but then the man fell
forward. Bobby had to catch him.
"My name's Swede," he said between belches.
With a red face and foul breath, the guy was obviously
soused. "That's all right, buddy," Bobby yelled into his ear.
Then, almost pleading, "I'm sure there's someone else who…..
"Yeah, they're all lining up. Get out of the way."
Bobby let him go, and the man straightened up. He gazed
down at the silent port engine, then slowly and deliberately
kneeled down, then stretched out with his head below the
deck, out of sight. Bobby smiled at the passengers. No one
smiled back. Two people were shaking their heads.
Bobby was just turning toward the bridge when Eddie
dropped down in front of him. "What's going on with the
engines, Bobby?"
"Looking good, Captain Eddie.
One of the guys
volunteered to..."
"Okay, Bobby, I'll give it a shot. Stay up at the wheel.
When the engines get going, turn us east right away. Then I'll
be back." "Yes, Captain."
Eddie turned away, not wanting to say any more. He should
have gone himself, right away. He'd lost valuable time.
[NMA Comment: No! The Master should have been able
to remain at the controls of the vessel to standby the radio
if necessary to summon help. He failed to properly train
his mate (we’ll call him a “deckineer”) to carry out all
other duties including caring for the engines and handing
out life jackets.]
Eddie crossed over to where the man was lying on the
deck. What he wanted to hear was the engine turning over,
but what he heard instead was the man's snores. Eddie rolled
him aside and took his own look at the engines. Nothing
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appeared to be wrong. This was so damn aggravating – he'd
had the engines overhauled to the tune of $3,000, in large part
to avoid a predicament like this: engines not working, a rookie
mate, and a boat full of people who had to be getting sicker
and more concerned by the minute.
All right, Eddie concluded, sighing. One engine's enough.
We're not that far out.
-------------------------------[NMA Comment: One engine wasn’t enough. The
survivors reported that one engine did not have enough
CAPTAIN ROLAND RODNEY
REPORTS MUTINY EN ROUTE TO NIGERIA
Master’s Official Report
M/V Count Fleet
Port of St. Vincent & The Grenadines
Call Sign: J8PR2
IMO# 7611896
NRT-159
GRT-234
Position. Lat. 05° 04’.73N; Long. 043° 32’.70W
Attn: Maritime and Port Authority of Lagos, Nigeria
RE: Attempted Hijacking of M/V Count Fleet, Port
of Registry, St. Vincent and the Grenadines,
Owned by Mike-Lely Marine Limited of Lagos
Nigeria, by David Phillip, Chief Engineer of
Trinidad on the High Seas en route to Lagos,
Nigeria.
On this day, Saturday 25th July 2009,
while en route from Chaguaramas, Trinidad to
Lagos, Nigeria with a crew of nine (9) at position:
Lat 05° 04’.73N, Long. 043° 32’.70W, at 0720, Chief
Engineer, Mr. David Phillip accosted me in a belligerent
manner using a lot of very obscene language and
demanded that I sail the vessel to Brazil where he wanted to
get off.
I explained to him that his demands were impossible since
my sailing orders were to deliver the crew and vessel to
Lagos, Nigeria. I enquired of him his reason/reasons for
wanting to be put off at Brazil after signing on for the voyage
to Lagos and we were only five (5) days out.
Mr. David claimed that there was no food on the boat. I
informed him that there were more than sufficient food stores
onboard which, with proper management, would get the vessel
to Lagos. I returned to the bridge since this confrontation
occurred on the main deck.
At 0730, Chief Engineer, David Phillip ran up to the bridge
brandishing a fire axe and shouting obscenities, ordered me to
take this vessel to Brazil immediately. I informed him that the
crew and I were contracted to deliver this vessel to Lagos by its
owners, and I had to honor that contract. I also informed him that
the vessel had clearance from Chaguaramas, Trinidad to Lagos,
Nigeria and so could not enter any other port except in an express
emergency. He replied, “I don’t give a f--- about that and I don’t
mother-c--- care.” He again demanded that I get him off this
vessel at once.
Mr. Phillip left the bridge and proceeded to the

power to keep headed into the seas.]
[NMA Comment: At the time, most Chrysler marine
engines had a starter solenoid that could be activated by
hand. Pressing the button on the solenoid would bypass
all other wiring and start the engine – as long as the 6-volt
battery was not dead or the starter motor flooded (which it
wasn’t) or burned out. Although you had to know what
you were looking for, it was not hard to find or, as a quick
alternative, to simply jump the solenoid.]
engineroom with the fire axe at 0750. He shut down both
main engines and propulsion was lost. At this time the entire
crew came on deck. Mr. Phillip again came to the bridge
brandishing the fire axe and repeated his previous demands in
utterly obscene terms. I informed Mr. Phillip that his behavior
was synonymous with hijacking and/or mutiny and the
enormity and grave consequences of his unprofessional, unseamanlike and illegal actions, but he continued his threats.
He again left the bridge and proceeded to the engineroom.
At 0755 Mr. Phillip shut off power generation plant. The
vessel was now dead in the water and with seas coming abeam
she began rolling dangerously. Mr. Phillip came on deck
brandishing the fire axe and shouting obscenities. I took the
Mobile satellite phone and went on deck. At this
time the cook, Mrs. Alendrina Durgadeen,
became hysterical and began to cry. The other
officers and crew began showing fear and
concern for their lives. Mrs. Durgadeen
began pleading with Mr. Phillip to reconsider
his actions and think of the safety of himself,
the crew and the vessel.
Mr. Khemra
Seepersaud, 2nd Engineer, and Mr. Clarence Sydney,
Oiler, both began pleading with Mr. Phillip to restore
power and propulsion to the vessel since it was a
very dangerous position in mid-ocean.
I proceeded to Mr. Phillip and enquired of him if
it was his desire to speak to the company
representative, Captain Romeo, in Lagos by satellite phone.
He agreed. I dialed the company’s number and handed the
phone to Mr. Phillip. He spoke to Capt. Romeo and upon
completion of the call; Mr. Phillip informed me that I was to
head immediately to Senegal where he would get off. I
returned to the bridge where I phoned Capt. Romeo who
informed me that he told the engineer, Mr. Phillip, that the
vessel would proceed to Senegal where he would be
discharged; but that was only in an effort to placate and
pacify Mr. Phillip and ensure the vessel and its crew’s safety.
Capt. Romeo ordered me to proceed post-haste to Lagos,
Nigeria as originally planned. I was to closely monitor the
actions of Mr. Phillip and ensure the vessel and its crew’s
safety. I was to closely monitor the actions of Mr. Phillips at
all costs, and have him believe the vessel was headed to
Senegal. In any event, the vessel did not have enough water,
fuel or stores for a trip to Senegal and then to Lagos.
At 0845 Mr. Seepersaud, Mr. Sydney, and Mr. Phillip,
after experiencing low air-start pressure, got the generator
back online. At 0850 both main engines came back online.
Propulsion was restored with the vessel on full ahead. The
chief engineer, after ranting on deck for a couple of hours,
went to his cabin taking the fire axe with him where it
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remained. That night the crew reported that the fire axe was
missing from its position since Friday July 24, 2009.
Mr. David Phillip’s conduct was gross and greatly
unbecoming of a maritime professional. He wantonly
endangered the safety of the vessel and the lives of its crew.
His actions were in contravention of all existing maritime
safety laws and codes and as such, in my capacity as Master
of this vessel, I hereby seek some form of redress on behalf of
my crew, my employers and myself for the stresses and/or
attempts upon our lives and property by this rogue officer.
Yours Respectfully,
Capt. Roland Rodney
Crew Statement
M/V Count Fleet
On Sat. 25th July 2009 en route from Chaguaramas,
Trinidad to Lagos, Nigeria in position Lat. 05° 04’.73N Long.
043° 32’.70W, Chief Engineer David Phillip at 0720-0845
deliberately cut off propulsion and power to this vessel by
shutting down main engines and generator. Mr. David Phillip
also attempted to take the vessel off its planned and ordered
route by threatening verbally and obscenity abusing the
IN SUPPORT OF OUR MARINERS WHO
SERVE IN THE OFFSHORE OIL INDUSTRY
[On Sept. 10, 2009 we addressed this letter to each member of
the House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation
Subcommittee and the Senate Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee.]
Dear…….
The United States Coast Guard is, under CFR
Title 33 Part 141, causing American seamen to be
unemployed and allowing foreign citizens to take
their jobs right in our back yard in the Gulf of
Mexico. This is not "out-sourcing" jobs; this is
inviting a loss of jobs for our mariners.
Our country is in the worst economic straits since
the Great Depression, and this practice must stop
immediately. There are thousands of qualified American seamen
that are more than capable to do the job but cannot get the jobs
because foreign companies have been exempted from the Jones
Act and permitted to work under the Outer Continental Shelf
Lands Act. These foreign companies have no interest whatsoever
in hiring our seamen and, for the most part, never do. These
exemptions fly in the face of common sense.
Before Hurricane Katrina, there were hardly any foreign
flagged, foreign manned vessels operating in the Gulf of
Mexico. Immediately after Katrina, there was a need for these
vessels and that need was filled. However, that void of
adequate U.S.-flag vessels and American crews has long since
come and gone and the number of foreign flagged and foreign
manned vessels has only continued to grow.
The recently passed stimulus package included $100 million
for grants to small shipyards; $60 million for ferry and associated
terminal projects; and $150 million in new port security grants.
These monies will help construct additional vessels to

Master Capt. Roland Rodney and intimidating him and the
crew by brandishing a fire axe.
Crew Members Witnessing Above Incident:
Name
Rank
1. Alendrina L. Durgadeen Cook
2. Raphael John
AB
3. Shurland Ragoonanan
Chief Officer
4. Kherraj Seepersaud
2nd Engineer/Electrician
5. Bernard Wilkinson
Oiler
Capt. Rodney’s Actions
Captain Rodney reported the incident to the U.S.
Consulate in Lagos. Learning that that Mr. Phillip, a citizen
of Trinidad, claimed to have a U.S. visa and planned to travel
to the United States, Captain Rodney informed authorities of
his undesirable nature. On arrival in the United States, our
Association notified the Department of Homeland Security
immediately and forwarded to them a copy of his signed
statement. Captain Rodney also informed the maritime
authorities in Trinidad by phone of the situation. He
encountered with Mr. Phillip.
complement our already existing U.S.-flagged fleet manned by
American citizens and, in particular, the 126,000 credentialed
“limited-tonnage” mariners our Association represents.
As a presidential candidate, President Obama wrote as
follows:(1) "America needs a strong and vibrant U.S.-Flag
Merchant Marine. That is why you and your members can
continue to count on me to support the Jones Act (which also
includes the Passenger Vessel Services Act) and the continued
exclusion of maritime services in international trade
agreements. American Merchant Mariners always have
answered the nation's call from the first days of the
Revolutionary War to today. In peace and in war, our
Mariners have stood with us and my Administration
will stand with them. [(1) Letter dated August 28,
2008 to the Seafarer's International Union]
We know the Administration supports
putting Americans back to work and are "on
record" as being against the out-sourcing of jobs
to foreign countries. It makes good sense to
clean up our own back yard first. Placing a moratorium on
any future "waivers" will not interfere with production in
those areas in the Outer Continental Shelf where foreign
vessels with foreign crews already exist but it will result in
companies using U.S. flag vessels and American seamen in
the future.
It is not often that Congress can, with the stroke of a pen and
without spending money, have such a positive impact on
unemployment such as this. Almost all other countries have
cabotage laws that are strictly enforced to the detriment of our
vessels. The Ship Act of 1916 and the Merchant Marine Act of
1920 were wise pieces of legislation. We urge you not allow
these important principles and laws erode away any further.
We understand that you may have been unaware of this
unacceptable situation. However, please take the initiative to
stop the Coast Guard from providing "waivers" in the future.
Very truly yours,
s/Richard A. Block, Secretary NMA
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THREE MARITIME UNIONS ZERO IN ON
CREDENTIALING PROBLEMS

COAST GUARD IMPLEMENTS NEW QMED
EXAM WITHOUT PUBLIC NOTICE
By Chief Engineer V.J. Gianelloni III

Representatives of the nation's maritime officers unions told
Congress on July 9th that the Coast Guard's medical review
process is both unfair and unworkable, and in many cases has the
effect of denying mariners the opportunity to provide for their
families. They made these remarks in testimony before the
House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation, chaired by Rep. Elijah Cummings (D-Md.).
During the hearing, the unions also testified that the Coast Guard
credentialing program, which is now centralized along with the
medical review process in the National Maritime Center in West
Virginia, is fraught with inefficiencies and inequities that are also
interfering with mariners' ability to work. Our Association
supports that evaluation.
Mike Rodriguez of MM&P was joined at the witness table by
representatives of the American Maritime Officers and the
Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association. The unions said the
Coast Guard's unilateral modification of the medical review
process was a misguided attempt to respond to the 2003
ANDREW BARBERI allision in New York. From the outset,
the unions argued that the Coast Guard's response to the accident,
a new “Medical NVIC," was misdirected and overly complex,
and that the Coast Guard had underestimated the number of
mariners affected, the number of requests for medical waivers
and the size of staff and the level of resources needed to process
requests for waivers and medical applications.
The unions predicted from the beginning that the system
would be prone to delays and that it would cause mariners to
lose income and essential benefits like health care insurance
and pension credit. "Unfortunately, our predictions turned out
to be true," the unions said. "It is absolutely unacceptable that
any mariner should be out of work due solely to the failure of
the system to adequately anticipate and plan for the problems
we have experienced, especially after the agency was
repeatedly warned that these problems were coming." The
unions are backing a proposal by Sen. Frank Lautenberg, S
685, which would place the medical review process back in
the hands of qualified physicians.
The unions also told the committee that there is
widespread concern among the licensed mariner community
that the Coast Guard is deliberately diminishing the
professional standing of merchant marine officers by
eliminating the word "license" from regulations in favor of
the terms "credential" and "officer endorsement." In
addition, the unions said, there are widespread reports of
mariners receiving their documents stripped of necessary
endorsements, waiting for months to have their documents
updated and receiving incorrect advice from the National
Maritime Center helpdesk.
"For mariners, licensing is not about metrics, action plans,
surging resources or outreach to the industry. It is about their
ability to maintain employment that provides for their
families, maintains their health care and pension benefits, and
allows them to advance in the seafaring profession," the
unions testified.
Chairman Cummings stated during the course of the hearing
that it is unacceptable for American mariners to be out of work
because the government is unable to provide them in a timely
manner with the documents they need to work.
Whether the Coast Guard “gets the message” remains to be
seen.

[Source: V. J. Gianelloni III, 985/594-9266.]
In June 2009 we first received information about changes in
the U. S. Coast Guard QMED (Qualified Member of the
Engineering Department) exam structure. We received this
information from a mariner who had just taken an “Oiler”
exam. What he described to us was unlike the exam structure
that existed for at least 10 years. I checked it out with the
Engineering Evaluation and Examination section at the National
Maritime Center. The exam structure had been changed but
evidently no one, not even instructors or students studying for
the exams, were informed of the important changes.
When will the Coast Guard, particularly the National
Maritime Center, which replaced the former Merchant Vessel
Personnel (MVP) division at Coast Guard Headquarters, rid
itself of former Captain McGowan’s outdated concept that “We
at MVP consider the Regional Exam Centers (REC) as our
customer not merchant mariners.” Captain McGowan later
made Rear Admiral. This statement made in 1993 points to one
of the main problem with the Coast Guard’s Marine Safety
Program today – they don’t even know their customers!
All federal government executive agencies work for the
American people. These agencies serve designated segments of
our society. All of the Coast Guard’s assigned “Missions” serve
maritime interests. Emergency conditions sometimes require
operations outside of their primary maritime environment, such
as search and rescue missions in the Gulf South following
Hurricane Katrina. In many missions the Coast Guard’s
efficiency and effectiveness is unparalleled in the world.
But in their superintendence over merchant mariners in their
Marine Safety Program it has been all down hill since Capt.
McGowan’s statements, made on Dec. 1, 1993 at a maritime
trainer’s conference held in Kenner, LA. The one “bright spot”
during the intervening time was Admiral James Card’s attempt
to establish an “Honor the Mariner” culture in the Coast Guard
during his tenure as Chief, Office of Marine Safety.
Admiral Card’s recent report to the Coast Guard
Commandant on the state of the Marine Safety program was
another encouraging event.(1) Our only disagreement with this
report is his half-hearted concluding statement that it may be
possible for the Coast Guard to make the necessary changes
internally. As evidence of the continuing deterioration of the
Marine Safety Program’s status within the Coast Guard, I
would call attention to the proposed placement of the Chief of
Marine Safety, Security and Stewardship at the third level
below the Commandant in their proposed reorganization.
[(1)Reprinted with comments as our Report #R-401-E]
We would suggest as a first step to improving “customer
relations between merchant mariners and the National Maritime
Center” that they use their List of Approved Courses and
Designated Examiners to compile a mailing list. That list also
should identify Maritime Unions, Maritime Trade Associations,
Maritime Publishers, and Marine Book/Chart Agents and add
them to this mailing list. This mailing list should be used to
give advance notice to their “Customers” and the maritime
public of changes in the interpretation and implementation of
the Laws, Regulations and Policies administered by the
National Maritime Center of the U. S. Coast Guard.
We believe that this kind of “Notice” may be required by
Law or Regulation. However, even if it is not, it would be the
“right thing to do.”
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UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF COMBINING
LICENSES AND Z-CARDS INTO “CREDENTIALS”
[Sources: Coast Guard & MM&P]
The Coast Guard Says
The Coast Guard recently released the new Merchant
Mariner Credential (MMC), a passport style document that
replaces legacy licenses and documents.
The current statute in 46 U.S. Code §7110 requires
that the license be displayed in a conspicuous place on
the vessel on which he/she is serving has not been
changed by this new style credential. Those mariners
previously required to post a legacy license should now post
their MMC in accordance with the guidance below.
Mariners holding an MMC should display the officer
endorsement page of the MMC, which is equivalent to the
previous officer license. The term "officer endorsement" is
defined in 46 CFR §10.107, which directly links to the list of
officer endorsements contained in 46 CFR §10.109(a). MMC
holders with officer endorsements under 46 CFR §10.109(a)(1)
through (a)(43) should display the officer endorsement page of
the MMC.
This instruction is consistent with the information in the
Consolidation of Merchant Mariner Qualification Credential
final rule (USCG-2006-24371) section III, paragraph 15,
sub-section A, "Comments from the Docket or Public
Meetings." It specifically states, "Officer Endorsements
could be contained on opposing pages and would not
contain personal privacy information so that the credential
could be opened to that page for posting aboard vessels to
satisfy the requirements of 46 U.S. Code §7710."
Mariners holding legacy licenses should continue to
display their license. [Vocabulary: Legacy license = the
standard 8½’x11” engraved paper license issued to mariners
before April 15, 2009.]
As a security measure, mariners should not post
their credentials while the vessel is visiting foreign ports.
The Problem
"But in some foreign ports," says MM&P’s Mike
MARINERS LOSING WORK BECAUSE OF
PROBLEMS IN COAST GUARD MEDICAL REVIEW
AND CREDENTIALING PROGRAMS
[Source: The Master, Mate and Pilot, July-Aug 2009]
Representatives of the nation's maritime officers unions
told Congress on July 9th that the Coast Guard's medical
review process is both unfair and unworkable, and in many
cases has the effect of denying mariners the opportunity to
provide for their families. The unions made the remarks in
testimony before the House Subcommittee on Coast Guard
and Maritime Transportation, chaired by Rep. Elijah
Cummings (D-Md.). During the hearing, the unions also
testified that the Coast Guard credentialing program, which is
now centralized along with the medical review process in the
National Maritime Center (NMC) in West Virginia, is fraught
with inefficiencies and inequities that are also interfering with
mariners' ability to work.
MM&P headquarters staffer Mike Rodriguez was joined at

Rodriguez, "officials take mariners' documents and hold them
while their vessel is in port. It is not an issue everywhere, but
if government officials want to take mariners' documents,
what are our members supposed to do, refuse?"
The new Merchant Mariner Credential also serves as an
international identity document because the Coast Guard and
the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) refused to
use a biometric identifier on the TWIC that was compatible
with international standards under the ILO Seafarer Identity
Document (SID) Convention, ILO C185. For this reason,
mariners may be required to carry the MMC, which now also
includes their license, when going ashore in foreign ports.
The original concept was to have the license serve as a
certificate of competency and for the TWIC serve as a
separate identity document. But the failure on the part of the
Coast Guard and TSA to make the TWIC compliant with the
SID Convention makes it useless in foreign ports as an
identity document. To address that problem, the Coast Guard
grafted the International Labor Organization's SID biometric
identifier into the new license format so it can fulfill the
function of the TWIC outside the United States. The
problems this might create were clearly pointed out to the
TSA and the Coast Guard by maritime labor early on in the
process of developing the TWIC, but the input was ignored.
And there is an additional problem: since the new
merchant mariner credential (MMC) created by the Coast
Guard is an identity document, posting it in any port, foreign
or American, gives rise to the risk of document/identity theft.
This risk is a direct consequence of the Coast Guard's decision
to combine the license and identity document into a single
credential.
We encourage our mariners to write or call in with their
experiences.
Other License Problems
It is evident that the Coast Guard pays very little attention
to anything that the nation’s more than 210,000 merchant
mariners have to say and is true of licensing as it is of
everything else. As regards “credentials” this was evident in
the article titled Coast Guard Needs to Get Their Hearing
Checked by Capt. Joel Milton in NMA Newsletter #62.
the witness table by representatives of the American Maritime
Officers and the Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association.
The unions said the Coast Guard's unilateral modification of
the medical review process was a misguided attempt to
respond to the 2003 Andrew Barberi allision in New York.
From the outset, the unions have argued that the Coast Guard's
response to the accident, a new Navigation and Vessel
Inspection Circular or "NVIC' was misdirected and overly
complex, and that the Coast Guard had underestimated the
number of mariners affected, the number of requests for
medical waivers and the size of staff and the level of resources
needed to process requests for waivers and medical
applications.
The unions predicted from the beginning that the system
would be prone to delays and that it would cause mariners to
lose income and essential benefits like health care insurance
and pension credit. "Unfortunately, our predictions turned out
to be true;” the unions said. "It is absolutely unacceptable
that any mariner should be out of work due solely to the
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failure of the system to adequately anticipate and plan for
the problems we have experienced, especially after the
agency was repeatedly warned that these problems were
coming." The unions are backing a proposal by Sen. Frank
Lautenberg, S 685, which would place the medical review
process back in the hands of qualified physicians.
The unions also told the subcommittee that there is widespread concern among the licensed mariner community that
the Coast Guard is deliberately diminishing the professional
standing of merchant marine officers by eliminating the word
"license" from regulations in favor of the terms "credential"
and "officer endorsement:” In addition, the unions said, there
are widespread reports of mariners receiving their documents
stripped of necessary endorsements, waiting for months to
have their documents updated and receiving incorrect advice
from the NMC helpdesk.
"For mariners, licensing is not about metrics, action plans,
surging resources or outreach to the industry. It is about their
ability to maintain employment that provides for their families,
maintains their health care and pension benefits, and allows
them to advance in the seafaring profession; the unions testified.
Rep. Cummings stated during the course of the hearing that it
is unacceptable for American mariners to be without
employment because the government is unable to provide them
in a timely manner with the documents they need to work.
[Source:
Excerpt from Marine Engineers Beneficial
Association’s M.E.B.A. Telex Times July 27, 2009. “M.E.B.A.
Pursues Resolution of Egregious NMC Delays”]
Following up on a recent Congressional hearing where
maritime unions discussed the difficulties mariners have faced
in renewing their Coast Guard (credentials), M.E.B.A. is
urging the Coast Guard to close out the most egregious cases
as the agency seeks a way to iron out delays at the National
Maritime Center. In joint comments presented to the House
Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Subcommittee, the
maritime officer unions had noted that "serious problems
COAST GUARD RESURRECTS CTVEP IN NEW
TOWING VESSEL “BRIDGING” PROGRAM
By Richard A. Block
[Source: File #A-589; NAME #91]
Enforcing Existing Regulations
Before Congress directed the Coast Guard to inspect
“towing vessels” in 2004, these vessels already were required
to comply with many Coast Guard regulations. However,
during those years, the Coast Guard generally devoted
minimal effort and initiative into enforcing those regulations
and let the towing industry alone to run itself. A series of
bridge allisions and oil spills drew increased public attention
to this failed policy.
The Coast Guard reserved most of its regulatory effort for
“inspected” vessels that they treated as if they really had a
stake in them. Until Admiral James Card retired, the Coast
Guard’s vessel inspection program was a very creditable and
meaningful undertaking.
Because of dangerous conditions reported on many towing
vessels, our Association pushed the issue of bringing towing
vessels under inspection as early as 2000 in order to protect

remain with the USCG medical review and credentialing
processes that have negative impacts on our members. “It is
absolutely unacceptable that any mariner should be out of
work due solely to the failure of the system to adequately
anticipate and plan for the problems we have experienced."
This week, the Union presented a list - sent to the
NMC/Coast Guard and relevant members of Congress …of
some of the more outstanding recent cases that have still not
been resolved…
A few months ago, the Telex Times asked for members
who had faced unnecessary delays during the renewal process
to forward their "horror stories" to Headquarters. Those
examples were brought to the attention of high ranking
Government officials best positioned to enact changes with
the current broken system.
M.E.B.A. urged them to
immediately process the most pressing cases of our members
who still haven't seen a resolution to their renewal
applications.
[NMA Comments: Our Association followed a similar
procedure. In Feb. 2007 and again in May 2009 we sent
two lengthy reports to Congress (i.e., #R-428-D & #R-428D, Rev. 1) detailing our mariners’ problems with the
National Maritime Center.]
One member's official notification of an address change
with Coast Guard was never properly processed by the agency
and his numerous repeat notifications of the change with
NMC never registered resulting in an almost six-month delay.
Many others experienced shoddy NMC reviews and mistakes
that created additional months of delays and other holdups
that were never explained.
For many, communication at the NMC was sadly lacking
and others were strung along until after their documents
expired. Some still are unable to work because of the
problems at NMC….

our mariners’ safety and health. In March 2002, we presented
a 204-page Towing Vessel Inspection “Strawman”(1) to the
Towing Safety Advisory Committee that was ignored.
[(1)Report #R-276, Rev. 2]
Since towing vessels were “uninspected” vessels,
enforcement of existing towing regulations was assigned to
“boarding parties” rather than to “inspectors” who spent most
of their time regulating “inspected” vessels such as deep-sea
merchant ships, small passenger vessels and, more recently,
offshore supply vessels. Random “boardings” of recreational
vessels and uninspected vessels are entirely different from
regularly scheduled “inspections.”
“Examinations” of Uninspected Vessels
Starting in 1990, the Coast Guard began to “examine”
uninspected fishing vessels under the Commercial Fishing Vessel
Safety Act signed by President Reagan on Sept. 9, 1989. This
law was enacted after eight hundred forty-three (843) commercial
fishermen had died since President Reagan took office in 1981.
The Washington Post editorialized that the Act was “a good law
bought at an awful price.”(1) [(1)Dillon, Patrick. Lost at Sea – An
American Tragedy. p.237]
These “examinations” usually consisted of voluntary
dockside visits where the Coast Guard was invited aboard by
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vessel owners and advised all concerned about shortcomings
found on their vessels and were urged to fix the problems to
save lives and prevent accidents. Many of the problems were
stability related.
“Examinations” were considerably less invasive than a
full-blown inspection and made great strides toward the goal
of saving lives and preventing accidents. However, pending
legislation in H.R. 2652 indicates that Congress believes there
is still a great deal more to do to promote fishing vessel safety.
Following the 1993 Bayou Canot–Sunset Limited accident
the National Transportation Safety Board uncovered many
reasons to point a finger at the Coast Guard for its lax
regulatory supervision of the towing industry. In an annex to
the report on the fire aboard the small passenger vessel Argo
Commodore in San Francisco Bay they also showed that the
Coast Guard had failed to act on a great number of important
issues dealing with inspected small passenger vessels.(1) [(1)
Dec 3, 1994. NTSB/MAR-95/03.]
Clearly, the Coast Guard needed to “shape up” and learn
more about the industry that Congress expected it to regulate.
One answer to the Coast Guard’s shortcomings would be to
train its officers in the industry it regulated. They sent at least
one officer, who had just completed an important rulemaking
project dealing with small passenger vessels, off to work with
the Passenger Vessel Association for six months. Another
answer to the towing industry’s shortcomings obvious to all
except then-Commandant Robert Kramek would have been to
bring towing vessels under inspection as soon as possible after
the Sunset Limited accident.
In the years that followed the accident, American Waterways
Operators (AWO) proposed their Responsible Carrier Program
while the Coast Guard put forth the Commercial Towing Vessel
Examination Program (CTVEP) in the mid-1990s as an
alternative to inspection. The program was created in the Fifth
Coast Guard District and by early 1997, spread into parts of the
Eighth District and into other districts as well.
The CTVEP program for towing vessels, in many ways
similar to the Coast Guard Auxiliary’s Safe Boating Program
for recreational vessels and the new dockside exam for
uninspected fishing vessels, awarded decals to towing vessels
that passed their examination with flying colors. The
Commercial Towing Vessel Examination Program (CTVEP)
eventually made its way throughout the Coast Guard. Those
Marine Safety Offices that decided to go along with the
program awarded decals to towing vessels that met the
program requirements. This meant that the Coast Guard
generally did not duplicate their efforts by boarding vessels
that already displayed the decal except after a particularly
serious accident or when laws obviously were broken.
In May 2000, the National Association of Maritime Educators
(NAME) sent questionnaires to each Coast Guard Marine Safety
Office to try to ascertain the success of the CTVEP program after
it appeared that this worthwhile program was starting to fall apart.
The Gulf Coast Mariners Association, now known as the
National Mariners Association, compiled the results of those
questionnaires that the Coast Guard chose to answer and
distributed the report as our Report #R-282.

The Coast Guard planned the CTVEP as if it was serious
about enforcing the laws that already were on the books.
However, the problem with the program was that the Coast
Guard Headquarters did not back all of their planning (which
clearly absorbed much time, money, and effort funded by
taxpayer dollars) with sufficient money and resources to carry
it out. Many Marine Safety Offices simply did not participate
while other offices chose to participate fully in the program
and the mixed results were shown in our Report #R-282.
Captain John R. Sutton, past-President of the American
Inland Mariners Association (AIM), Raymond G. Robbins, a
towing vessel owner from the Norfolk area, and I compiled a
detailed Towing Vessel Regulation Logbook based upon
CTVEP and the regulations the program intended to enforce
only to discover that the Coast Guard dropped the ball on any
meaningful enforcement efforts.
After 9/11 the Coast Guard’s entire “Marine Safety” effort
began to falter as detailed in the report submitted to
Commandant Thad Allen by retired Admiral James Card in
late 2008.(1) [(1) Refer to our Report #R-401-E.]
Even after Congress changed the law to require the
inspection of towing vessels, there appeared to be little change
in the enforcement effort of the laws that already existed.
However, following the collision between the towing vessel
MEL OLIVER and the tankship TINTOMARA and the
Congressional hearing that followed it, the Coast Guard
apparently decided to re-train its boarding parties and
conducted “Operation Big Tow” to convince itself as well as
to assure the public that all towing vessels were properly
manned and safely operated by properly licensed personnel
throughout the United States.
At the Towing Safety Advisory Committee in May 2009,
we were told that the Coast Guard was planning a “Bridging”
program. The purpose of this program was to bridge the gap
between the laws and regulations for towing vessels that
already exist and have existed for many years and the “new”
towing vessel inspection regulations that are still being
developed. Essentially, this is a resurrection of the old
discarded CTVEP program that would have served both
industry and the Coast Guard well if it had been effectively
pursued from the start. Unfortunately, the quality of Coast
Guard leadership since 2000 has been so poor that Congress
will have to step in and call for massive changes. However, it
appears as if the Coast Guard decided it must enforce the old
laws already on the books before it can have any credibility in
enforcing the new inspection regulations that are already far
behind schedule.
There is nothing in the existing regulations that is new or
unusual except that the Coast Guard finally appears to be
making an effort to enforce those regulations. They printed an
excellent booklet titled United States Coast Guard
Requirements for Uninspected Towing Vessels (Change 1,
March 2009). However, there is going to be a great deal that
will be new for towing vessel officers when the upcoming
inspection regulations are announced in the months ahead.
The Coast Guard told Congress that the proposed rules are
currently undergoing final review – after Chairman Cummings
reminded them they had already missed one deadline.
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DIRECTOR’S CORNER:
On Aug. 1, 2009, the Board of Directors
voted to accept Paul Driscoll, Capt.
Joseph J. Kinneary, Capt. James Pine,
and Capt. Bill West as Members of the
NMA Board of Directors.
WHY I BELIEVE IN THE NATIONAL MARINERS
ASSOCIATION
By Paul Driscoll, President, Life Safer, Inc
A few days ago I informed some old shipmates, friends
from my days in the U.S. Coast Guard, that I recently
accepted a position on the Board of Directors of the National
Mariners Association and intend to do whatever I can to
further the stated objectives of this organization.
When asked why, I explained that when I retired from the
Coast Guard I began working to design improved water safety and
rescue equipment based on my experience with the tools I had
available. From the outset I encountered the expected challenges in
design, material restrictions, performance limitations, and the other
usual barriers any innovator would expect to encounter. However,
the challenge I was not prepared for, and was not at all evident to a
newcomer in the lifesaving and rescue equipment industry, was the
culture that has calcified within the regulatory environment inside
the Washington beltway.
When asked how I could aid the cause of the National
Mariners Association, I said that I would hope to serve as a
safety/rescue advisor by sharing my personal experiences and
perspectives. As a former Coast Guard member directly
involved in the service’s two pre-9/11 legacy missions, Search
and Rescue and Aids to Navigation and now as a member of
the private sector involved in designing and manufacturing
marine safety equipment, I have a unique perspective on a
number of marine safety issues.
As President Lincoln noted, sinning by silence when one
should protest makes cowards of men. Having served with
enormous pride for 28 years in the Coast Guard, I am
dismayed to have to say that no reasonable person I have
spoken with, could/would call the current equipment approval
process reasonable, at least not unless and until some credible
safeguards are put back in place to offset the array of forces
which the safety/interests of the commercial mariner are up
against – actions manifested in licensing, investigations,
inspections and other adverse regulatory activities. The
summary judgments and often the high-handed tactics we see
practiced are symptomatic of a government agency that lost
touch with its mandates, its laws, its founding principles, and
most of all the mariners it is supposed to serve. President
NEW WORK/SAFETY FORUM ON OUR WEBSITE
By Paul Driscoll
Introduction
From Coast to Coast and the Great Lakes down to the
Gulf, anyone who’s worked on the water, has spent some time
sitting on the dock or the fantail with shipmates, enjoying sea

Lincoln also advised that “No man is good enough to govern
another man without that man’s consent.” So until Congress
takes action to level the playing field and give the individual
mariner more of a voice in these matters, individuals working
in the marine industry will remain at risk within a system that
appears to have little regard for their Bill of Rights. They are
well advised to join together and support the one effective
source of advocacy they currently have available to them,
namely the National Mariners Association.
Any individual currently working in the marine industry
can suddenly find themselves facing a lopsided array of
enforcement actions. And truthfully, as an individual standing
alone against this system, there is not much an individual can
do in his own defense. If you think the Union you may belong
to, as well intentioned as it might be, is in a position to take on
the complexities of the Marine Safety Regulations on your
behalf should you inadvertently run afoul of this system, you
might want to talk to individuals who have been there. You
can read about some of their experiences in numerous reports
on the NMA website.
So what’s my point? Unions, just as they should be, are
primarily focused on the issues of collective bargaining and in
some cases, improved working conditions with only an
overlapping interest in any member’s personal conflict with
regulatory officials.
The only organization capable of
effectively assisting a mariner in seeking redress and insuring
proper due process within the Marine Safety system of
Administrative Law is the NMA.
Let’s not forget the ongoing ALJ Scandal. Across our
nation, the courts average a conviction rate of around 45 to 50
%. However, for years the ALJ System has averaged a
conviction rate in the 90% range. After the revelations of
Judge Massey came to light that reported how the Chief
Administrative Law Judge told his Judges to always decide in
favor of the Coast Guard.
It is imperative that mariners working in this industry see
the importance of belonging to the one organization capable of
rendering them the kind of information and assistance they
and their attorney’s need if they find themselves in the
crosshairs of regulatory officials. The NMA has accumulated
a wealth of information and, with considerable maritime
knowledge at its disposal, can bring it to bear on your behalf
when needed. For far too long this organization has stood
alone as an advocate for working mariner’s interests in safety,
health, and welfare. Now it needs the support of both the
working mariner and the backing of organized labor if it is to
be there on the day you need such an advocate.
Take the time to look on the www.nationalmariners.org
website and see first hand that the NMA is there for you.
However, it needs your support to remain a vigilant advocate
for the working mariner. I hope you’ll consider becoming a
member today.
stories and other tall tales that always grow more humorous
with every telling.
These were most often lighthearted affairs that sometimes
saw the new guy sent on a search for a few fathoms of
shoreline or a bucket of elbow grease. But every now and
then, when serious questions arose, they got answered, often
by more seasoned crewmembers that you could just tell
without asking, were speaking from first hand experience.
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For those who listened in, the sharing of that experience
would allow them to avoid personal injury or embarrassment,
which would have come about from making the same, often
all too common mistake themselves.
Other times the pearl of wisdom offered was a little trick
or tip, that once mastered, made their day to day job a bit
easier. At many of these dockside deliberations or fantail
forums, the new guys who paid close attention would find,
within these anecdotal sea stories and scuttlebutt, good
useable information, insights that for reasons no one has ever
been able to explain were only passed along in these word of
mouth quorums, sailors were so fond of.
In every discipline there exists a base of esoteric
knowledge that only those who have spent countless hours on
the job can grasp, an innate understanding at a level that
allows them alone to effectively transfer these focused skills
and insights.
Occupational insights, which their long
investment of time has allowed them to acquire; and when
revealed to others in a manner that only they could, the
observation appears simple, but until given this revelation in
such a fashion, odds are, the recipient would have made an
otherwise common mistake, lacking this new insight.
There are a wealth of tips and tricks of the maritime trades
floating around out there that others can benefit from, in both
their career development and personal safety. There are even
a few seas stories which, while told for their humor, possess
valuable object lessons. So here’s an unofficial “Notice to
Mariners” the NMA would like you to share these tips tricks
and tales with us so that we can pass them along to your
fellow mariners. So please email them to us and we’ll vet
them and queue them up for posting in the days ahead here
on our website.
Safety Tip ST-001
For example, we’ll call this safety tip ST-001: It involves
a vessel I sailed upon which made numerous transits in and
out of well-lit ports like Atlantic City, New Jersey, where the
background lighting was almost blinding and our lookouts
seemed unable to pick up outbound targets. The bridge
watchstanders, who had the advantage of the aid of radar, had
been growing irritated at the inability of the forward lookouts
to detect these outbound vessels. One night after we had
moored up, I mustered the deck force on the dock to ask them
what they thought was making it so difficult for them to find
these targets. In an irritated voice one crewmember asked
“How the hell do you expect us to find running lights among
all those city lights?” In that instant, I realized that neither I
nor any senior member of our crew had shared with them a
simple trick that I had been taught back when I had been
standing lookout watches. I asked them that next time we’re
underway, and making an approach on a well lighted harbor,
to try looking for a silhouette that is blacking out the
background lights and then look where a running light should
be on that silhouette. I don’t remember ever having this issue
arise with our lookouts from that point on.
It was simple mental adjustment, that once provided
resolved a fairly serious problem, although I never remember
who passed it along to me or if it ever was placed in any of
our training manuals. I do know that when I received it, it
was one of those tips that got passed along from crewmember
to crewmember, and from that time forward that was the case
on aboard our vessel.

The Personal Retriever™
...is the only U.S. Coast Guard approved, buoyant, rapid
response, multi-use, water and ice rescue disk, with
100-foot reach. The Personal Retriever out performs all
throw able water-rescue devices.
The Life Safer Personal Retriever™ is a United States
Coast Guard (USCG) approved, state-of-the-art, throw
able Personal Flotation Device (PFD) developed to
enable first responders ashore or afloat the ability to
quickly retrieve people from the water or from frozen
rivers, lakes and streams.
The Retriever was designed by Rescue Professionals
around the American Red Cross philosophy of Reach,
Throw Don’t Go. The design team also used Life
Guarding principles outlined in The American Lifesaving
Association Manual of Open Water Lifesaving and data
derived from a 1984 United States Coast Guard study
on the buoyancy required for adequate breath control in
rough water. This 1984 USCG data supersedes the
1950’s data used for Type IV ring buoy buoyancy
requirements that do not take into account the
detrimental effects of the extra bulk and weight of the
ring buoy.
The Retriever provides the optimum balance of
buoyancy and size in an aerodynamic/hydrodynamic
shape. The 100 feet of integrated floating line allows for
a quick recovery. The attachment point of the line makes
the Retriever skim on top of the water allowing it to
station keep in swift water or be quickly retrieved with a
minimum of effort. Extra line can easily be attached to
the Retriever allowing it to be used from high profile
vessels or bridges.
The Retriever’s aerodynamic shape makes it very
accurate and easy to use. Initial training time is usually
less than an hour and recurrent training is only needed a
few times a year to maintain optimum proficiency. The
Retriever’s soft, yet durable expanded polyethylene
foam material reduces the chance of injury to the person
receiving the Retriever to almost zero. This provides
increased safety during training and reduced liability
during actual use.
The Personal Retriever has a proven record of working
when traditional equipment has failed.
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NTSB MOST-WANTED TRANSPO RTATION SAFETY
IMPROVEMENTS:
REDUCE ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS CAUSED BY
HUMAN FATIGUE
[Source: National Transportation Safety Board website.]
·

Objective
Set working hour limits for mariners based on fatigue
research, circadian rhythms, and sleep and rest requirements.
Importance
The Safety Board has long been concerned about the issue
of operator fatigue in transportation and has stressed its
concerns in investigation reports issued throughout the 1970s
and 1980s. In 1989, the Board issued three recommendations to
the Secretary of Transportation calling for research, education,
and revisions to existing regulations. These recommendations
were added to the Board’s Most Wanted List in 1990, and the
issue of fatigue has remained on the Most Wanted List since
then. The Safety Board’s 1999 safety study of DOT efforts to
address operator fatigue continued to show that this problem
was widespread. Operating a vehicle without the operator’s
having adequate rest, in any mode of transportation, presents an
unnecessary risk to the traveling public.
Safety Board recommendations on the issue of human
fatigue and hours-of-work policies have had a substantial
effect on encouraging the modal agencies to conduct research
and take actions towards understanding the complex problem
of operator fatigue in transportation and how it can affect
operator performance.
Summary of Action – International
The Coast Guard played a major role in addressing fatigue
at the International Maritime Organization (IMO) Convention,
especially in the 1995 amendments to the International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification, and
Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW), and in an IMO
resolution calling attention to the variety of factors that
contribute to fatigue. The new rules became mandatory for all
mariners operating internationally in 2002.
Domestic
In the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of
2004, Congress authorized the Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security to set maximum hours of service for
towing vessel operators based on the results of the
demonstration project that implemented Crew Endurance
Management System (CEMS) on towing vessels. The
demonstration project was completed in 2005, and a report of
the results was submitted to Congress on March 29, 2006.
According to the report, the demonstration project was
designed to evaluate the feasibility, effectiveness, and
sustainability of CEMS in the towing industry. Although the
report cautioned that the sample size of vessels that
participated in the project was relatively small, and therefore
might not generalize to a wider population, it asserted that,
“when properly practiced, CEMS is effective in reducing
fatigue-related risks.” Coast Guard staff indicated at a July
19, 2007, briefing that an increasing number of crews from
vessels in the towing industry have received training on

CEMS and that the Coast Guard is commencing efforts to
promote CEMS in other industry segments. They also
indicated that although the Coast Guard would likely
consider regulatory changes to hours of service in the
future, it had established no specific timeline for doing so.
Although the Coast Guard has made extensive efforts in
developing and providing guidance in CEMS and in working
with the towing industry, CEMS is a voluntary program, and
all aspects of the program may not be implemented or
properly implemented. For example, approximately half of
the vessels involved in the demonstration project did not
change their existing “6-on, 6-off” watch schedule. With
such a schedule, it would not be possible for crews to obtain
enough uninterrupted sleep to maintain alertness levels
during working periods.
The Coast Guard played a role in the IMO’s 1995
amendments to the STCW and has taken action to address
fatigue-related risk through its CEMS program; however,
more than 9 years after the recommendation was issued –
and 19 years after the Board asked the Department of
Transportation to review and update hours-of-service
regulations for all modes of transportation (I-89-3) – the
Coast Guard has not initiated any rulemaking governing
domestic operations.
Action Remaining
Issue hours-of-service regulations for all domestic
operators, such as those referenced for towing vessel operators
in the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004.
Safety Recommendation M-99-1 (USCG).
Issued June 1, 1999
Added to the Most Wanted List: 1999
Status: Open – Unacceptable Response
Establish within 2 years scientifically based hours-of-service
regulations that set limits on hours of service, provide
predictable work and rest schedules, and consider circadian
rhythms and human sleep and rest requirements. (Source:
Evaluation of U.S. Department of Transportation Efforts in
the 1990s to Address Operator Fatigue [NTSB/SR-99-01]).
-----------------------------[Source: NTSB News Release, Mar. 6, 2009. Mrs. Deborah
Hersman mentioned in this article recently was confirmed by
the Senate as the new NTSB Chairperson. Our Association
received an invitation to her swearing in ceremony.]
Washington, DC - The National Transportation Safety
Board, in recognition of National Sleep Awareness Week,
reiterates its commitment to eliminating human fatigue in the
transportation industry.
The Safety Board has long been concerned about the effect of
human fatigue in transportation and the consequences of fatigue
on those who perform critical functions in all modes of
transportation. "Fatigue in transportation presents unnecessary
risks to the traveling public," said NTSB Board Member Deborah
Hersman.
"Fatigue can impair a person behind the wheel or at the helm
much like alcohol or other drugs. We must ensure that as much
as possible is being done to protect our transportation system
from the insidious effect of human fatigue," Hersman said.
The Safety Board continues to advocate setting work hour
limits based on fatigue research, circadian rhythms, and sleep
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rest requirements that will reduce unnecessary risk to the
traveling public.
Last year, the NTSB recommended that the FAA develop
guidance, based on empirical and scientific evidence, for
operators to establish fatigue management systems, including
information about the content and implementation of these
systems. Furthermore, the Board also made a recommendation to
develop and use a methodology that will continually assess the
effectiveness of fatigue management systems implemented by
operators, including their ability to improve sleep and alertness,
mitigate performance errors, and prevent incidents and accidents.
Since 1972, the NTSB has issued over 100 fatigue related
recommendations in all modes of transportation. Human fatigue
and hours-of-service are issues that have been on the NTSB's
Most Wanted List of safety improvements the Board believes

will have the greatest impact on transportation safety. However,
the Board voted to remove fatigue in the railroad industry from
the Most Wanted List last year after the passage of the Railroad
Safety Improvement Act of 2008, which addressed railroad
hours-of service limits and established fatigue management
requirements. Human Fatigue in the aviation, marine, and
pipeline industries remain on the Federal Most Wanted List.

NATIONAL MARINERS ASSOCIATION
CODE OF ETHICS

doing so, we believe it is reasonable and proper for all
mariners to fully engage in the process, to follow proper
protocol, and to seek change through committee participation,
petition, and by regularly contacting legislators and regulators
on issues that concern our mariners.
NMA believes that thoughtful reporting upon the strengths
and shortcomings of the U. S. Coast Guard as well as other
Federal, state and local regulatory agencies with maritime
jurisdiction and companies within the “limited-tonnage”
maritime industry contribute to beneficial solutions that
improve the entire marine industry.

Introduction
The National Mariners Association (hereinafter “NMA”)
is a mariners’ advocacy association that seeks to improve
safety, health, protection of the environment, social stability,
and responsibility in the maritime work place.
NMA is not a bargaining agent, organizing body, or a
labor union.
NMA Board of Directors and NMA Members in pursuit of
our mission will conduct themselves in a manner that is
professional, ethical, reputable, fair and honest to all parties
while adhering to high moral standards.
Board of Directors Responsibilities
As representatives of NMA, our Board Members assume
certain responsibilities to ensure that our association’s
membership maintains a high ethical standard of honesty and
professionalism.
We expect all members to embrace the NMA code of
ethics and exhibit maritime professionalism. By becoming a
member, you acknowledge your responsibility to keep
informed, seek continued improvement of your skills and
advancement as a professional mariner, and to assist other
mariners to improve and advance as well.
We expect our members to promote safety, health, social
stability, and personal responsibility to maintain a clean
marine environment.
We recognize that the fulfillment of our mission relies on
an economically healthy industry. We will act with integrity
and fairness to inspire confidence in and trust for the
betterment of the entire marine industry.
Laws, Regulations and Responsibilities
The maritime industry remains under the stewardship of the
U.S. Coast Guard within the Department of Homeland Security.
The maritime industry is regulated by Federal statutes,
regulations, policies, and guidelines as well as by state laws
and regulations, and local ordinances as well as company
policies. As professional mariners it is our duty and moral
obligation to understand and abide by these “rules” that
govern the maritime industry both in practice and in spirit.
NMA pledges to uphold the existing political system. In

[NMA Comment:
Aside from its Crew Endurance
Management System, the Coast Guard downplayed the
issue of fatigue in the marine industry for years. ]
[NMA Comment: Refer to our Report #R-200. June 1, 1999.
Operator Fatigue and Hours of Service. NTSB Safety
Recommendations I-99-1, to Department of Transportation. 13p.]

Conflicts of Interest – Board of Directors
NMA Board Members shall avoid any conflicts of interest
between themselves, the Association, employers, and others.
NMA Board Members must address any possible conflict
of interest by bringing individual concerns to the attention of
the full Board of Directors. A conflict of interest exists if
actions by a Board Member are, or could be, construed by the
public as resulting in a special or unwarranted consideration,
personal benefit, gain or preferential treatment.
NMA Board Members will never trade our ethical
standards for favors or financial gain.
NMA Board Members will not conduct Association
activities outside the scope of the NMA mission.
NMA Board Members will be truthful and fair and avoid
making false or misleading statements or assumptions.
NMA Board Members will not represent a fellow
employee in a dispute with his/her employer. If a Board
Member becomes involved with such a dispute or grievance,
he/she should state in writing to the supervisor that he/she is
acting as an individual and not as an NMA Board Member.
NMA Board Members should, if possible, seek consensus
of the Board before making public statements.
NMA Board Members must always present matters that
concern the Association’s basic mission, activities, and the
protection of its mariner’s rights to the Board of Directors.
Right to Privacy and Confidentiality
NMA will protect and guard a mariner’s right to privacy.
Information collected and maintained while assisting a
mariner or in the collection of data will be kept safe and
secure at the NMA office. All files and personal information
submitted by a mariner must be forwarded to the NMA office
and kept in a secure location.
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NMA will return all personal information to an individual
mariner at his/her request. Mariners’ personal information
will not be kept on personal computers or in home based files.
NMA will never sell or give away freely any mariners
personal information.
NMA will protect the identities of all concerned who wish
to remain anonymous.
NMA will not use the name of a mariner or their personal
information without the mariner’s written or expressed
permission. For the purpose of documentation and reporting,
mariners will be assigned “mariner numbers” and will not be
referred to by name without their specific permission.
Equality
NMA will treat everyone fairly, with dignity and respect.
NMA will not discriminate on any basis and will treat all
as equals.
NMA and its Board Members will never make a decision
based on, race, creed, color, national origin, ancestry, gender,
age, religion, physical or mental disability, marital status,
veteran status, or political affiliation.
Political Activities and Business
NMA encourage its members to participate in the political
process. Your approach to the political process is to let NMA
know your issues and support your association’s decisions on
those issues or remain silent.
Mariners must understand that some political activities are
neither appropriate nor permissible while at work. Political
activities should not be carried so as to interfere with another
employee’s job or operation. The responsibility of knowing
your rights and what is acceptable in the workplace, lies on
each NMA Member.
NMA Board Members will not accept perks in the way of
entertainment, gifts, money or intrinsic value.
Financial Responsibility and Reporting
Reporting on the state of the association must be done
annually, and be complete and accurate. Books and records
must be kept and are open for review by any member at the
NMA office by appointment only. No records can be
CHARTER BOAT DRUG TESTING
Ref: 46 CFR Parts 4 & 16; 49 CFR Part 40: 33 CFR 95
[This safety alert is provided for informational purposes.
Developed by the Office of Investigations and Analysis, United
States Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington, DC.]
The Coast Guard is strongly reminding the Charter
Vessel Industry of their duties and obligations to meet federal
drug testing regulations. Requirements for marine employers
to have drug testing programs have been in effect since Nov.
21, 1988. These requirements are applicable to all U.S.
flagged vessels in commercial service, regardless of vessel
size or capacities, including what are commonly known as
Six-Pack Charter Vessels. The rule requires chemical testing
of all crewmembers working in safety-sensitive positions
whether or not those crewmembers possess merchant
mariner credentials. The consequences for failing to comply

removed from their secure location.
Safety and Security
NMA members agree to maintain all required documents,
records, and logbooks as expected of professional mariners.
NMA members will always place their safety, the safety of
their crew and passengers, and the safety of their vessel first
and foremost.
NMA members will inform themselves of safety and
security plans, conduct required safety meetings and drills,
and follow the guidelines of their security system. We serve
in positions that are our nation’s first line of defense in
homeland security.
NMA members will continue to improve in their
professional capacities and encourage and assist others in
doing the same. This reflects our tradition as professional
mariners.
Professional Responsibility
NMA will not condone negligence or careless actions that
could endanger the life or safety of others. Being intoxicated
or under the influence of a controlled substance while at work
is never compatible with the morals and ethics of a
professional mariner.
NMA members are expected to be law-abiding citizens on
and off the job at all times.
NMA condemns possession, use, sale, or distribution of
illegal substances or weapons-law violation and other criminal
acts.
NMA demands and seeks to ensure that all drug and
alcohol screening be conducted in accordance with law and
regulation and follows due process.
NMA believes each officer should consider purchasing
“credential insurance” to protect his/her own financial
interests.
NMA, as a mariner’s advocacy group, recognizes that the
mariner’s society and lifestyle is unique and diverse. NMA
supports an interactive and rehabilitative approach to
dependencies and other social afflictions.
NMA will assist any mariner who deserves a second chance
and who seeks our help on a case by case basis if that mariner
acknowledges the root causes of his/her particular problem.
with these requirements can be substantial and may involve
the loss of a license or document, loss of a vessel or civil
penalties at a rate of $5,500 per day per violation.
The rule applies to all commercial service vessels
required to be operated by a US Coast Guard issued licensed
individual, onboard any U.S. flagged inspected and
uninspected vessel on any route, commercial fishing vessels
200 GT or greater, and towing vessels 26 feet in length or
longer. All crewmembers responsible for the safe operation
and navigation of the vessel or those responsible for the safe
handling of passengers in the event of an emergency must be
tested.
Pre-employment drug testing is required prior to a person
being placed in a safety sensitive position. Crewmembers are
also subject to random drug testing at a minimum rate of 50%
annually. Drug testing must also take place following a Serious
Marine Incident. In these cases, anyone involved with the
incident must be tested for evidence of drug and alcohol use.
Additionally, testing may take place when a supervisor has
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reasonable cause of drug and alcohol use. Drug testing may also
occur periodically when a USCG-credentialed individual submits
an original merchant mariner credential application, a re-issuance,
upgrade or endorsement. Please see the following attachment for
additional basic information.
Detailed information about the Coast Guard's Drug and
Alcohol Program and responsibilities of marine employers is
NEW OR REVISED NMA REPORTS
Reports Cancelled: #R-203-A & #R-203-B that are replaced
by Report #R-203-E described below. Also #R-248; #R-255
are replaced by Report #R-370-J.
NMA Report #R-203, How a “Bill” Becomes a Law. 4p.
Explains the basics of how a legislative proposal (i.e., a
“Bill”) is turned into a law and why our mariners should be
aware of these basic procedures.
NMA Report #R-203-C. S. 685 – Oil Spill Prevention Act
of 2009. 39p. Three of the important areas to our mariners
that this Bill covers are:
— creating a medical review program for merchant mariners;
— requiring the Coast Guard to conduct a study into the
causes of marine accidents;
— conforming the duration of mariner licenses, certificates
of registry, merchant mariner documents, and
transportation worker identification credentials
NMA Report #R-203-E.
H.R. 3619 Coast Guard
Authorization Bill for Fiscal Year 2010. 93p. This Bill
contains the changes that the House of Representatives plans
for next year including Maritime Workforce Development,
Coast Guard Modernization, Marine Safety Administration,
Protection of U.S. mariners. There are many items that appear
on our Association’s “wish list.” We strongly support this
proposed legislation and urge our mariners to review it
carefully.
NMA Report #R-223, Rev. 4. Understanding and Using
the Federal Register. The Federal Register – Code of
THE TRAGEDY OF TWIC
XENOPHOBIA - DISLIKE OF STRANGERS OR
FOREIGNERS
By Rev. Rivers Patout, Port Chaplain
Port of Houston International Seafarers Center
[Vocabulary: Xenophobia = An irrational fear of foreigners
or strangers.]
One of the tragedies of 9/11 is the shift of America's
welcoming the stranger as inscribed on our statue of Liberty to
rejecting the stranger, fearing the stranger and disliking the
stranger. It isn't all to be blamed on 9/11 as immigration concerns
and the economic downturn have contributed their part.
The fires of xenophobic fears have been fanned by many
sources: political, racial, religious, and others. The political
maneuvering of the last administration led by the mentality of

available
online
and
may
be
accessed
at
http://marineinvestigations.us > Drug and Alcohol Program.
Questions regarding testing requirements may be directed to
your Coast Guard District Drug and Alcohol Program
Inspector or the Headquarters Drug and Alcohol Program
Manager, Mr. Robert Schoening at 202.372.1033 or
Robert.C.Schoneing@uscg.mil
Federal Regulations System. Revised & updated Aug. 2009.
NMA Report #R-282, Rev. 1, Sept. 4, 2009. CTVEP and the
Towing Vessel “Bridging” Program. 4p. Refer to the article in
this Newsletter. The report also contains the results of the
questionnaire sent to each Marine Safety Office in May 2000.
NMA Report #R-344-A, Mariner Rights – Maintenance
and Cure. 1p. By Mark L. Ross, Esq. Updated from
Newsletter #4.
NMA Report #R-350. Rev. 5, Limited Tonnage Mariners
Seek Help From Congress on Marine Safety, Health, and
Work-Related Issues. 48p. This is one of our Association’s
most significant reports. We revised, updated and re-arranged
it to reflect the rankings based upon the mariner survey
discussed in Newsletter #63.
NMA Report #R-429-S.
Letter to Congressional
Requesters on the Government Accountability Office
(GAO) Report #09-498 on the Coast Guard’s
Administrative Law System. 11p. This report records our
detailed objections to the GAO report that whitewashed the
Coast Guard’s Administrative Law Judge scandal.
NMA Report #R-370-J. The 12/24 Hour Rule by LCDR
Tom Beistle. This 1997 report explains the Coast Guard’s
interpretation of their enforcement of the 12-hour rule. 18p.
A reminder that our Report #R-370-I a reprint of an AWO
report titled Safe Management of Crew Travel Time provides
an excellent description of laws and regulations governing
mariner work hours as does :our Report # R-258, Rev.2, titled
Watchkeeping and Work-Hour Limitations on Towing
Vessels, Offshore Supply Vessels (OSV) & Crewboats
Utilizing a Two Watch System.
Dick Chaney and Rush Limbaugh emphasized the fear factor in
relation to "foreign terrorist." The "Patriots" watching our
borders emphasized our fear of foreigners invading our country
and harming the social well being of our communities.
One of the most disastrous pieces of legislation to come
out of this fear is the enactment of the Maritime
Transportation Security Act (MTSA). This legislation has
cost the maritime industry billions, as they were suddenly
required to install security gates and personnel to monitor
them 24-7 to all direct access to docks and vital industries in
our ports and harbors.
In addition, the MTSA requires U.S. seafarers and port
workers to obtain a TWIC (Transportation Workers
Identification Card). To obtain a TWIC, one must pay a fee
($132), pass a security review, and register one's biometrics.
This process alone has cost hundreds of workers their jobs in
the Port of Houston. Some couldn't pass because of criminal
records. Some were unable to be fingerprinted. Most of the
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problems came from applications being lost in the system.
Another group, whose livelihood comes from working in the
maritime industry, is not allowed to apply because they were
non-Americans whose job description was not on the
approved list.
The biggest xenophobic consequence of TWIC caused
hundreds of thousands of foreign seafarers docked in U. S.
ports to become prisoners aboard ships because they must
now be escorted off by a TWIC holder. Even though
authorities have tried to make this possible it is very difficult
for the ordinary seafarer.
The first concern is the economic issue. To my knowledge
there is only one free 24-7 service in the Port of Houston to
transport seafarers out of the restricted areas and return them
to the ship later. A number of seafarer centers around the
country provide this service but on a very limited basis. Paid
transportation services are beyond the means of the ordinary
seafarer to just get off the vessel for a phone call or a
shopping trip. Transportation services raise the price for after
hours, weekends and holidays. A number of facilities add
other burdensome restrictions such as 24 hour advance notice,

restrictive insurance, and not allowing taxis (even with TWIC
cards) inside a facility. These restrictions make the process
very difficult for the seafarers. The seafarers that are being
restricted have already been vetted three times as not being a
security risk; first, by applying for a D-1 Visa from their home
U. S. Consulate office; second, by the Coast Guard 96 hours
before arrival; and third, by homeland security when they tie
up at the dock. Those cleared in this process are given a
conditional landing permit, which gives them the privilege to
be off the vessel while in the Port (until TWIC).
The seafarers complain that they are being treated like
criminals and suspected terrorists. Should they try to walk to
a nearby phone booth unescorted there is a fine of $3000.00.
No one denies the need for safety, it is about an atmosphere of
fear of those who bring the products and goods to our shores
and extended to those employees who work at and service our
maritime industry that is causing the unnecessary hardships.
The TWIC program should be eliminated and replaced by
common sense and respect for those who have made our
country prosper, the workers in our maritime industry and the
seafarers who bring the products.

GAO REPORT DID LITTLE TO QUELL
CONTROVERSY OVER ALJ PROGRAM

Massey said that she had been instructed by then-ALJ Chief
Judge Joseph N. Ingolia not to act as a judge but rather as a
tool to assure rulings favorable to the USCG. "I was
specifically told [by Ingolia] that I should always rule for the
Coast Guard;” she said in her sworn statement.
Fallout from the news reports spread quickly
throughout the maritime community and beyond, leading to a
hearing before the House Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation Subcommittee, chaired by Rep. Elijah
Cummings (D-Md.). Judge Massey – who said she had been
pressured into taking early retirement from the Coast Guard –
presented testimony at the hearing, as did Masters, Mates and
Pilots, which was represented by attorney Bill Hewig, who
specializes in Coast Guard legal aid matters.
"The GAO report did not address the serious charges of
improper agency influence and coercion raised by Judge
Massey because its authors were not asked to do so;" Hewig
said in a recent interview.
A spokesman for the Coast Guard agreed. "While the GAO
report does not address allegations made by retired Judge Jeffie
Massey, a Department of Homeland Security Office of the
Inspector General review requested by the Coast Guard that will
directly address Judge Massey's allegations is ongoing and
expected to be completed later this summer," said Rear Adm.
Charles D. Michel, director of the Coast Guard's Directorate of
Government and Public Affairs, in an official statement. He
added, "We look forward to sharing the results of that review."

Allegations of bias in the Coast Guard's Administrative Law
Judge (ALJ) program were not addressed at all in a report issued
recently by the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
because the authors of the report were instructed to weigh in
exclusively on whether or not the program "contains elements"
that could theoretically allow it to function fairly. Coast Guard
ALJs preside over cases involving merchant mariner license and
document suspension and revocation (S&R).
In response to questions about the ALJ program raised by nine
members of Congress, the GAO found that it "contains elements
designed to foster the decisional independence of ALJs" and that
it includes some protections for mariners. But the report stopped
short of reaching any conclusion about whether the "elements"
and "protections" have been effective in creating an environment
that shields Coast Guard ALJs from agency influence and
coercion. "We did not assess... whether the structural elements
are effective at ensuring the ALJs' decisional independence;” the
authors of the study wrote.
[NMA Comment:
The existing Administrative Law
system poses a threat to every working mariner. Our
Report #R-204, The Coast Guard “Justice” Handbook,
provides a number of examples of how the Coast Guard
abuses the system.]
The allegations at the root of the ALJ controversy emerged in
a piece of investigative journalism that was published under the
headline "Justice Capsized" in the June 24, 2007 issue of The
Baltimore Sun. The article was written by staff reporter Robert
Little. The Sun published an editorial on the same topic, "A
Listing Court;” in its June 26, 2007, edition.
The thrust of the article and editorial was that in cases
against mariners, many of the ALJs took the Coast Guard's
side as a matter of course. Much of the article was based on
a sworn statement by former ALJ Jeffie J. Massey. Judge
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PRISON SENTENCE FOR COSCO BUSAN PILOT
John Joseph Cota, pilot of the COSCO BUSAN which
collided with the San Francisco Bay Bridge resulting in a
discharge of 53,000 gallons of oil into the Bay, was sentenced
to serve 10 months in federal prison. The 65,131-ton Hong
Kong-registered ship collided with the bridge on Nov. 7 2007.
Cota was sentenced according to an agreement in which he
pleaded guilty to negligently causing discharge of a harmful
quantity of oil in violation of the Clean Water Act (CWA), as
amended by the Oil Spill Act of 1990 and to violating the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, by causing the death of protected
species of migratory birds.
In papers filed in court,
prosecutors told the judge that Captain Cota should receive a
sentence of incarceration because he was "guilty of far more
than a mere slip-up or an otherwise innocuous mistake that
yielded unforeseeably grave damage. Rather, he made a series
of intentional and negligent acts and omissions, both before
and leading up to the incident that produced a disaster that, as
widespread as it was, could have had even worse
consequences."
Prosecutors provided the court with a list of Cota's errors
that included the following:
—Captain Cota left in extreme fog that was so thick that the
bow of the vessel was not visible from the bridge.
—Captain Cota made the decision to leave in the fog while the
pilots of six other large commercial vessels decided not to
depart in the heavy fog which was less than 0.5 nautical
miles.
—Captain Cota took no action to assure the fortification of the
bridge or bow watch or review the passage plan with the
master and crew of the COSCO BUSAN. In particular, Cota
failed to have a master-pilot exchange to review the transit
plan.
—Captain Cota subsequently claimed that he found both radar
unreliable, but he did not notify the master or the Coast
Guard that a required piece of equipment needed to safely
navigate the ship had failed.
Meanwhile, the captured images of the radar retained on

USCG OFFICERS ASLEEP AS F/V PATRIOT SINKS
By Richard Gaines, Staff Writer, Gloucester Times
rgaines@gloucestertimes.com
The delayed effort to unravel signals of the calamity that
sank a Gloucester fishing boat in January was caused by
analysis-paralysis in an inexperienced Coast Guard chain of
command while two senior on-duty emergency response
officers slept.
A congressional subcommittee reviewed these findings
yesterday – and wanted to know why.
Without commenting directly about the flaws in the
performance of the service in the sinking of the F/V Patriot,
which claimed the lives of two Gloucester fishermen, Rear
Adm. Sally Brice-O'Hara, a search and rescue expert,
conceded training and orientation of duty officers needed
improvement.
The only witness in a two-hour hearing, she also said more
staffing would allow a shortening of the 24-hour shifts that
found key decision-makers at the Sector and District levels in
Boston sleeping – as allowed – while, down the chain,
inexperienced officers wrestled with information overload and

the ship's computer show that the radar was fully operational.
The tape recorded conversations from the ship's bridge show
that Captain Cota was confused regarding the operation of the
electronic chart system upon which he chose to rely including
the meaning of 2 red triangles that marked buoys marking the
tower of the bridge that he eventually hit.
At no time during the voyage after leaving the berth at
8:07 a.m. and prior to 8:30 a.m. did Captain Cota, or any of
the ship's crew, consult the ship's official paper navigational
chart or take a single positional fix. Captain Cota did not ask
any crewmember to take any fixes or verify the ship's position
despite the lack of visibility. After the incident, Cota told the
Coast Guard he did not request fixes because it is like "driving
your car out of a driveway."
Bad News For Company, too!
The Hong Kong-based ship management company was
charged with obstruction and making false statements for
creating and presenting false navigational documents to
investigators.
The day after the accident, an unidentified executive
ordered the ship’s second officer to create a “berth to berth
passage plan” that was supposed to have been made before the
ship left port, according to the court document.
Another manager was aware of the document’s creation
and the shop’s master signed the false passage plan “because
he thought that not doing so would make the superintendents
angry,” according to the joint factual statement signed by
prosecutors and lawyers for the company.
The false passage plan was given to the Coast Guard
investigators looking into the accident. Crew members also
altered navigational charts after the accident according to
court records.
The NTSB concluded earlier this year that a medically
unfit pilot, an ineffective captain and poor communications
between the two were the primary causes of the accident.
The company agreed to pay a $10,000,000 fine and still
faces several lawsuits from fishermen whose season was
ruined as well as from cities on the shores of the bay and
others affected by the oil spill..
indecision in the early morning hours of Jan. 3, 2009.
[NMA Comment: On Dec. 29, 1997 at 0217 hours an
inexperienced watchstander at Charleston, SC missed a
distress call from the 34-ft. sailboat MORNING DEW.
Although he could have replayed the radio call to listen to the
message directed to his station, he did not do so. Nor did he
wake the duty officer who was working a 24-hour shift. Four
deaths and a $19M court award resulted. Refer to our
Report #R-305, Rev. 1 and NTSB/MAR-99-01.]
"The Patriot case will be imbedded in our training," the
admiral told the committee.
Brice-O'Hara's prepared remarks and answers relied on
generalizations, and contended that search and rescue training
and performance had improved. But Congressman and
subcommittee Chairman Elijah Cummings, D-Maryland,
countered that the Coast Guard's performance in the sinking of
the Patriot suggested otherwise.
"This is not some hypothetical, this is real stuff," he said.
Brice-O'Hara conceded that "we have to instill within
watchstanders a complete sense that any question, any need for
assistance in standing their watch tautly and properly, should never
be considered something embarrassing.” "They should have the
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understanding that they can call somebody else," she answered.
"By the time the first asset was launched from Air Station
Cape Cod,"the subcommittee briefing paper reported, the
Sector Boston operations unit commander, whose job it is to
coordinate search and rescue responses, "had participated in
20 phone calls over the previous two hours amounting to one
phone call every six minutes," and confessed to suffering from
information overload that hindered effective, acute thinking.
The Coast Guard's own investigation into the response
faulted the senior command for failing to assert its authority
and order search and rescue; instead, the higher command
deferred down the line, which delayed the decision to go try to
find the Patriot which went down only 14 miles from port.
The cause of the sinking remains undetermined and a
Coast Guard investigation continues as does litigation by
family of the lost fishermen, well-known and liked members
of the Gloucester fishing community. The steel-hulled, 54foot Patriot was considered a model of modern technology.
The discovery of the bodies and the absence of a distress call,
which helped flummox the search and rescue analysts in Boston,
have been cited as evidence the boat went down quickly, without
warning. It was found in about 100 feet of water on the sandy
bottom of Middle Bank, with no apparent sign of collision.
The Coast Guard delayed launching search and rescue
assets including a helicopter until 2 hours, 23 minutes, after
the first call was made to Station Gloucester by Josie Russo,
whose husband Matteo Russo was the captain of the Patriot,
fishing overnight with her father John Orlando.
A fire alarm system was set off, sending a radio signal to
the alarm company which contacted Josie Russo at her home.
The questioning yesterday was led by Cummings. The
chairman of the Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation, Cummings reminded Brice-O'Hara that the
Coast Guard's own final investigation into the loss of the
Patriot with its crew faulted the inexperience of the search and
rescue watchstanders on duty the night of Jan. 3.
"The command duty officer was a lieutenant junior grade
for whom the assignment to Sector Boston was the first
assignment out of the (Coast Guard) Academy," Cummings
noted. "The individual had attended SAR (search and rescue)
school but had not received the SAR qualification."
Cummings also recalled for Brice-O'Hara that the situation
unit controller and the communications unit controller

together had "four months experience as qualified
watchstanders."
Two other sector controllers were considered wellqualified for the duties. Of the three senior officers on duty at
the district level, only the most junior, the situation unit
controller, was search and rescue qualified.
Cummings noted that these were not his findings, but those of
Vice Adm. R. J. Papp Jr., commander of the Atlantic area, who
issued an exhaustive analysis of the incident in June.
The subcommittee of the House Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure published its own background
briefing paper for the hearing. In it, the panel spotlighted the
finding that both the sector and district command duty officers
"were asleep at the time of the incident," conditions that "may
have played a role in the relatively inefficient processing and
analysis of case information."
"By requiring the command duty officers to stand a 24hour watch that includes sleep time," the subcommittee
wrote, "potentially the most experienced watchstander won't
be available when time critical decisions have to be made."
The subcommittee noted Papp's finding that watchstanders
hesitated and delayed waking the command duty officers as
the "ambiguity" of signs about the status of the Patriot piled
on top of one another. The subcommittee selected the Coast
Guard's response to the sinking of the Patriot as one of two
case studies for examination in the hearing yesterday. The
other case that was used to explore the state of the Coast
Guard's art and science of search and rescue involved a
botched response to a fatal high seas collision between a
commercial boat and a fishing boat outside of San Francisco
in 2007. The Buono Madre was hit and sank by the Eva
Danielsen, but the Coast Guard muffed the investigation and
never launched search and rescue after reaching a series of
faulty conclusions deduced from erroneous and misleading
information relayed from the commercial boat. Civil penalties
against the Eva Danielsen's owner were dismissed "without
penalty," Brice-O'Hara told the committee.
Cummings seemed incredulous.
"They falsified records, ran over a fishing boat and killed
somebody ..." he repeated, and the case was dismissed?
"We know we have shortcomings in marine safety
investigations," the admiral answered.

CONGRESS TACKLES NEW SAFETY LAWS
FOR FISHING FLEET

Committee, which this month approved new regulation of the
fishing industry.
The legislation has been under development for more than
two years and is expected to go to the full House for a vote
this summer.
In the Senate, Washington Democrat Maria Cantwell has a
key role in tackling industry safety through her chairmanship
of the Senate subcommittee with oversight over the Coast
Guard and fisheries. Cantwell says she agrees in principle
with the House bill "and wants to see something pass sooner
rather than later." Despite a substantial reduction in deaths
during the past two decades, the fishing industry still has the
nation's highest worker-fatality rate.
In recent years,
fishermen died at a rate more than 25 times the national
average for occupational deaths.
The Pacific Northwest and Alaska have some of the most
treacherous fisheries, as exemplified in the death of 12
fishermen last year in the Bering Sea sinkings of the Seattlebased ALASKA RANGER and KATMAI fishing boats.
After lagging behind Europe in fishing-vessel-construction
standards, the United States would, with the House legislation,

[Source: By Hal Bernton, Seattle Times staff reporter,
Sunday, June 28, 2009.
Contact: 206-464-2581 or
hbernton@seattletimes.com The House Bill the article refers
to s H.R. 2652, The Maritime Safety Act of 2009, our Report
#R-203-B. Remember that a “Bill” is only proposed
legislation.]
Congress this year may impose new construction standards
on the nation's fishing vessels, require training of skippers and
mandate Coast Guard inspections in what would be the first
major overhaul of the safety laws that regulate the nation's
deadliest occupation.
The big push for new safety legislation comes from a
Midwestern congressman, Rep. James Oberstar, D-Minn.,
whose district is far from the major fishing ports. Oberstar
chairs the House Transportation and Infrastructure
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vault to the international forefront of such regulation. The bill
has yet to encounter major opposition, but that could change.
Some marine-industry officials say the legislation overreaches
by establishing expensive and unnecessary new building
requirements for boats as small as 50 feet.
"It's going to save lives," Oberstar, the House committee
chairman, said in an interview last week. "And you can't
measure a life saved in dollars and cents. If you can't afford to
operate safely, then you shouldn't operate."
Owners vs. reformers
The effort to improve fishing-fleet safety has for decades
pitted independent-minded boat owners - wary of bureaucratic
rules - against reformers.
A turning point came in 1988, when Congress passed the
Fishing Vessel Safety Act. It included requirements for
emergency locator beacons, survival suits for cold-water
fishing and Coast Guard-approved life rafts. The law
substantially improved the survival rates of fishermen who
ended up in the water.
The biggest drops in deaths were in Alaska's fishing
grounds, where the average annual death rate has dropped by
more than 40 percent from the early 1990s, according to the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health.
Shifts in fishery management ended some of the derbystyle competitions that prompted some fishermen to take big
risks. Also, the Coast Guard in 1999 began a major effort to
check Bering Sea crab boats to see if they were carrying
unstable loads of pot traps, and the death rate plunged in kingand snow-crab harvests.
But last year the sinkings of the ALASKA RANGER and
the KATMAI were sharp reminders of the perils that remain
in the North Pacific fishing industry.
Coast Guard safety recommendations, based upon
investigations of these two vessels, are scheduled to be
released this year, and will likely give new momentum to the
congressional effort to enact tougher laws.
Key Elements Of The House Bill
— Coast Guard safety inspections, which are now voluntary,
would be required at least once every other year. Skippers
would be required to undergo safety training.
— New commercial fishing boats that are at least 50 feet long
and operate at least three miles offshore would be subject to
extensive new construction and equipment-installation
standards developed by maritime-classification societies.
Each ship would need to come with a "stability letter" from
these societies outlining safe operation.
— Older fishing vessels 50 feet or longer - as they reach the
25th anniversary of their launch - would come under
alternative safety standards that would be in place by 2020.
These standards would be patterned after an effort launched
in the Northwest to improve safety in the head and gut fleet
that harvests fish off Alaska.
Smaller Boats At Risk
The House bill's focus on boats as small as 50 feet long
reflects Coast Guard risk analysis. Statistics compiled during
a 15-year period that ended in 2007 found that vessels
between 50 and 79 feet long had the highest loss rates in the
entire fishing fleet. Yet current rules don't require any naval
architects to approve the ships' construction or develop safe
operating guidelines. But tough construction standards for the
smaller boats are a point of contention. Jonathan Parrott, a
Seattle naval architect with Jensen Maritime, said he supports
requiring all new fishing vessels that are 50 feet or longer to

have watertight construction of holds and a stability letter.
But he thinks that building the smaller boats to standards set
by the marine-classification societies would increase
construction expenses 10 to 15 percent. He said it would
require costly documentation of equipment installation that
would do little to boost safety, but a lot to discourage
investment in new boats.
A representative of a classification group disagreed, and
said the added costs would be much lower than Parrott's
estimate. "The safety improvements are real, and extending
the classification requirements to smaller vessels can greatly
reduce risk," said Blaine Collins, vice president of Det Norske
Veritas, which classes fishing vessels in the United States.
CONSUMER COMPLAINT FROM
CAPT. CHUCK MARKS
As some of you may know, I have been a Nissan customer
since 1992, the latest purchase being a 2004 Nissan Titan.
The rear went out on it 1 month out of warranty at 39400
miles on this truck. I have been dealing with Nissan consumer
affairs for a week now on my request for Nissan to fix my
truck. Today I got my final answer. NO!!! The truck is out
of warranty and Nissan is not obligated to fix my truck !
"Way to go corporate greed. "Please pass this on to everyone
you know. Thanks, Chuck
[NMA Comment: Sorry, Chuck, we can’t help you, but
we can inform our members who certainly know all about
lousy “customer service.”]

FISHIN' IN LOOSIANA
Boudreaux he been fish'n down by de bayou all day an he
done run outta night crawlers. He be bout reddy to leave
when he seen a snake wit a big frog in he mouf. He knowed
dat dem big bass fish like frogs, so he decides to steal dat
froggie. Dat snake, he be a cotton moufed water moccasin, so
Boudreaux had to be real careful or he'd get bit. He snuk up
behine de snake and grabbed him roun de haid. Dat ole snake
din't lak dat one bit. He squirmed and wrapped hisself roun
Boudreaux's arm try'n to get hisself free. But Boudreaux, him,
had a real good grip on his haid, yeh. Well, Boudreaux pried
his mouf open and got de frog and puts it in his bait can.
Now, Boudreaux know dat he cain't let go dat snake he's
gonna bite him good, but he have a plan. He reach into de
back pockt of his bib overhauls and pulls out a pint a his
Uncle Fouchon's moonshine likker. He pour some drops into
de snakes mouf. Well, dat snake's eyeballs roll back in his
haid and his body go limp. Wit dat, Boudreaux toss dat snake
into de bayou, den he goes back to fish'n. A while later
Boudreaux dun feel sumpin tappin' on his barefoot toe. He
slowly look down and dere be dat cotton moufed water
moccasin, wif two more frogs. Life be good on dat Louisiana
bayou.
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COAST GUARD ADDRESSES SEAFARER ACCESS ISSUES EIGHT YEARS AFTER 9/11,
ALCOAST 575/09
COMDTNOTE 16611
SUBJ: SEAFARERS SHORE ACCESS ON MARITIME TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ACT (MTSA) FACILITIES
A. 33 CFR 105.200
B. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION (IMO) CONFERENCE RESOLUTION 11, DECEMBER 2002
C. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION MARITIME SAFETY COMMITTEE (MSC) CIRCULAR 1112, JUNE 2004
D. NAVIGATION AND VESSEL INSPECTION CIRCULAR 03-03, CHANGE 2
E. COMDT COGARD WASHINGTON DC 222037Z OCT 08/ALCOAST 529/08
1. SINCE THE ISSUANCE OF REF. E, COTPS HAVE BEEN WORKING CLOSELY WITH LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS ON SEAFARER
ACCESS ISSUES AND I APPLAUD ALL OF YOUR EFFORTS TO DATE. UNFORTUNATELY, DESPITE YOUR BEST EFFORTS
THERE ARE STILL CASES WHERE SEAFARER ACCESS THROUGH A FACILITY IS OUTRIGHT DENIED, FOR SHORE
LEAVE, CREW CHANGE, ETC. ADDITIONALLY, DUE TO REQUIREMENTS PUT IN PLACE BY FACILITY OR VESSEL
OWNERS OR OPERATORS, SEAFARERS ARE PREVENTED FROM LEAVING THEIR SHIPS DUE TO FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
ASSOCIATED WITH AUTHORIZED ESCORTS. A RECENT STUDY CONDUCTED BY THE SEAMANS CHURCH INSTITUTE
WITHIN A SAMPLE OF PORTS AROUND THE COUNTRY, WHICH CAN BE FOUND AT HTTP://HOMEPORT.USCG.MIL UNDER
THE SEAFARER ACCESS TAB, FURTHER HIGHLIGHTS SOME OF THE CHALLENGES THAT MARINERS ARE FACING. THAT
SAID, COAST GUARD HEADQUARTERS CONTINUES TO MOVE FORWARD ON SEVERAL FRONTS IN AN EFFORT TO FURTHER
FACILITATE SEAFARER ACCESS NATIONWIDE AND MOVE THE MARITIME COMMUNITY BEYOND THE CURRENT STATE.
OF PARTICULAR NOTE, THE OFFICE OF MARITIME AND INTERNATIONAL LAW (CG-0941) RECENTLY COMPLETED A LEGAL
REVIEW ON THE ISSUE OF SEAFARER ACCESS AND DETERMINED THAT THE COAST GUARD IN MEETING ITS
INTERNATIONAL AND STATUTORY OBLIGATION HAS THE AUTHORITY TO MANDATE MTSA REGULATED FACILITIES
PROVIDE REASONABLE ACCESS TO SEAFARERS. THIS MAY BE THE SUBJECT OF A FUTURE REGULATORY CHANGE.
2. THERE ARE STEPS THAT COTPS SHOULD CONSIDER IMMEDIATELY TO FACILITATE SEAFARER ACCESS BEYOND WHAT
IS CURRENTLY BEING DONE AND PREVIOUSLY RECOMMENDED IN REFERENCE E. SPECIFICALLY, WITH THE FIVE-YEAR
REVIEW PROCESS FOR FACILITY SECURITY PLANS (FSP) UNDERWAY, THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY WITH THE APPROVAL
PROCESS TO ENSURE THE REQUIREMENT OUTLINED IN REGULATION FOR COORDINATION OF SEAFARER ACCESS IS
CLEARLY DEFINED WITHIN THE FSP. COTPS SHOULD CONFIRM THAT EVERY FSP SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW
SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBES HOW COORDINATION OF CREW CHANGE OUTS, SHORE LEAVE AND VISITS TO THE
VESSELS BY UNION AND WELFARE ORGANIZATION REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE FACILITY IN
ACCORDANCE WITH 33 CFR 105.200(B) (9). AN FSP THAT DOES NOT POSITIVELY ADDRESS THIS REQUIREMENT SHOULD BE
RETURNED TO THE SUBMITTER FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT BEFORE APPROVAL CAN BE GRANTED. COTPS HAVE
DISCRETION TO PROVIDE LETTERS OF AUTHORIZATION TO CONTINUE OPERATIONS TO FACILITIES THAT MUST REVISE
THIS SECTION OF THEIR FSP IF THE COTP DETERMINES THAT THE REMAINDER OF THE FSP IS ADEQUATE TO MAINTAIN
THE SECURITY OF THE FACILITY AND VESSELS CALLING AT IT. AN FSP THAT INDICATES THAT ALL MARINER ACCESS
WILL BE DENIED, SHOULD NOT BE APPROVED.
3. FOR FACILITIES THAT HAVE ALREADY COMPLETED THEIR FIVE-YEAR REVIEW, THEIR PLANS SHOULD BE EXAMINED
FOR AN ADEQUATE MARINER ACCESS PROVISION PRIOR TO THEIR NEXT FACILITY SECURITY ANNUAL INSPECTION OR
SPOT CHECK. FACILITIES THAT DO NOT HAVE A PROVISION WITHIN THEIR PLAN SHOULD BE ISSUED A REQUIREMENT TO
SUBMIT AN AMENDMENT TO THEIR PLAN TO ADDRESS THIS ISSUE.
4. COTPS SHOULD EMPHASIZE COMPLIANCE WITH MARINER ACCESS PROVISIONS WITHIN FSP DURING SPOT CHECKS AND
ANNUAL INSPECTIONS OF FACILITIES. ADDITIONALLY, AS PART OF THE ONGOING COAST GUARD ENGAGEMENT WITH
STAKEHOLDERS ON THE ISSUE OF SEAFARER ACCESS, COTPS ARE REQUESTED TO NOTIFY COAST GUARD
HEADQUARTERS VIA THE CHAIN OF COMMAND OF SPECIFIC FACILITIES IN THEIR AOR THAT CONTINUE TO DENY
ACCESS TO SEAFARERS, CHARGE EXHORBITANT FEES TO PROVIDE ACCESS, GREATLY LIMIT THE HOURS FOR
ACCESS, OR INSTITUE OTHER OVERLY RESTRICTIVE POLICIES THAT DISCOURAGE OR REFUSE ACCESS. THIS WILL
PROVIDE VALUABLE INFORMATION THAT WILL VALIDATE OR CORRECT ANECDOTAL INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY THE
STAKEHOLDER COMMUNITY AND WILL PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SENIOR LEVEL ENGAGEMENT WITH SPECIFIC
COMPANIES THAT MAY BE PERCEIVED AS HAVING MORE RESTRICTIVE SEAFARER ACCESS POLICIES. IT ALSO WILL
PROVIDE A MORE ACCURATE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AS CHANGES IN POLICY OR REGULATION ARE CONSIDERED.
5. TO HELP FACILITATE AND COMMUNICATE THE LATEST SEAFARER ACCESS POLICIES, ISSUES, AND BEST PRACTICES,
THE COAST GUARD OFFICE OF PORT AND FACILITY ACTIVITIES (CG-544) HAS ESTABLISHED A SEAFARER ACCESS
COMMUNITY IN HOMEPORT AND INITATED ENGAGEMENT WITH THE MARITIME COMMUNITY THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
OUTLETS INCLUDING THE BLOG SITE GCAPTAIN.
6. AS A MARITIME SERVICE, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT WE CONTINUE TO COLLABORATIVELY WORK THROUGH THE
CHALLENGES OF SEAFARER ACCESS AND DEVELOP A LONG TERM SOLUTION THAT MEETS THE SPIRIT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SHIP AND PORT FACILITY CODE (ISPS) AND MARITIME TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ACT (MTSA).
I APPRECIATE EVERYONES COMMITMENT TO THIS HIGH PRIORITY ISSUE AND WORKING WITH YOUR KEY MARITIME
STAKEHOLDERS IN DEVELOPING THE RIGHT SOLUTIONS.
7. POC IS LCDR DAN SOMMA, 202-372-1132. EMAIL ADDRESS IS DAN T. SOMMA AT USCG.MIL.
8. RDML KEVIN S. COOK, DIRECTOR OF PREVENTION POLICY, SENDS.
9. INTERNET RELEASE AUTHORIZED. [For Additional Information Refer to our Report #R-453]
PLEASE REPORT ALL ALLEGED VIOLATIONS TO THE NATIONAL MARINERS ASSOCIATION IN WRITING!
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Lafourche Merchant Marine
Training Services, Inc.
Offers you the courses you need!

License upgrades, radar and celestial endorsements
help you stay at the top of your career!
Let Lafourche Merchant Marine meet your training needs. Here’s a
sample of our Courses:
·500/1600 Gross Ton Master or Mate prep class
·100/200 Gross Ton Master/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Upgrade 100 Gross Ton Master to 200 Gross Ton Master/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Radar Observer/Radar renewal /USCG-STCW approved (testing done
on site)
·Able Bodied Seaman/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Celestial Navigation 200/500/1600/STCW Gross Ton/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Basic Safety Training/STCW-approved/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
Ù The following modules are available: Elementary First Aid and
CPR, Personnel Safety and Social Responsibility.
·Visual Communications (Flashing Light)/ STCW-approved/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Shipboard Coordinator (Fishing Industry)/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
·American Red Cross First Aid and CPR/USCG-approved
·Master of Towing Vessels/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
Assistance with U.S. Coast Guard paperwork $75.00 per consultation.
This service is only $30.00 for those enrolled in LMMTS courses.

CALL US AND ENROLL NOW.

LAFOURCHE MERCHANT MARINE TRAINING SERVICES, INC.
4290 Hwy 1
GCMA members get a 10%
Raceland, LA 70394
discount on courses under $500 &
PHONE: (985) 537-1222
20% discount on courses $500+
FAX: (985) 537-1225

NATIONAL MARINERS ASSOCIATION
124 NORTH VAN AVENUE
HOUMA, LA 70363-5895
PHONE: (985) 851-2134
FAX: (985) 879-3911
Email: info@nationalmariners.org
Website: www.nationalmariners.org

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
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